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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

We are here with the fourth annual issue of “The Pride”. Starting from
January 2019, we kept our readers informed about every success of the
Company, all the festivals that we celebrated together and all the happenings
in individual and collective lives of our colleagues at SNGPL.
Just like our lives, every year is a combination of highs and lows that
we face. While we celebrate our successes, we must not forget to pray for the
late Chairman, SNGPL Board of Directors Syed Dilawar Abbas who passed
away in 2019. He was always concerned about the Company’s weak areas and
wanted it to prosper in future. The Company is now lucky to have a
Chairperson who, with her vision and guidance, is determined to make the
Company capable of handling future challenges while embracing technological
advancements to reduce operational expenditures. Her rich banking
background will enable the Company in meeting financial challenges being
confronted by the Company. Ms. Roohi Raees Khan, the incumbent
Chairperson, Board of Directors also holds significance for being the first
female Chairperson of SNGPL’s Board of Directors. Gender balance in every
aspect is a key element in today’s corporate world. While SNGPL had always
taken pride in ensuring gender balance, the Company, can now be counted
among those organizations in the world who are chaired by a competent and
visionary female leader.
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister of Pakistan (SAPM) on
Petroleum Nadeem Babar recently visited SNGPL Head Office on the invitation
of Board of Directors. Roohi Raees Khan, Chairperson Board of Directors
along with the members of Board of Directors and Managing Director SNGPL
Amer Tufail welcomed the honourable guest at the Head Office where he
chaired an important meeting. Senior Management of the Company was also
present on the occasion.
We always claim SNGPL to be one the very few organizations which
are utilizing technology as a tool to enhance business efficiency while at the
same time reducing operational cost. One of our worthy Directors Mr. Sohail
Razi Khan comes to our BOD with rich experience in utilizing technology as a
business tool to enhance productivity of the Company, which is being
immensely beneficial for the Company.
“The Pride” has always preferred to be a trendsetter rather than a mere
follower. The newsletter that began with covering the companywide activities
now includes literature, history and general interest items in its fold. We later
ventured into Punjabi literature which was also greatly appreciated by our
readers so we decided to step up the game. We are proud to be launching a
complete Regional language section in our newsletter from this issue which will
include Pashto, Saraaiki and other languages.
We now look towards the year 2020 with the vision to project the
Company’s efforts in the best possible way. We hope that the Company has
another great year so that we have more pleasant stories to share with our
readers. As always we are giving away a little gift of calendar with this issue of
“The Pride”. Happy reading!
(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor
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MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

“Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change
their minds cannot change anything”.
- George Bernard Shaw
The year 2019 proved to be one of those learning as well as extremely
exciting in terms of experiencing enormous challenges and equally charged efforts
put in by our team members to overcome those challenges. The crux of our
experiences can be defined by a single word i.e. “Change”. We focused on
changing mindset of all of us to combat issues that we have rarely seen in the past.
From mindset to technology, from strategies to work pattern; we laid foundation
stone for the change that is a must to sustain in a competitive business environment
that lies ahead of us.
The year began with continuation of the biggest ever crackdown against
gas theft in SNGPL’s history. The aggressive drive was launched on the directions
of Prime Minister of Pakistan and massive cases of gas theft were unearthed by
different Regions during the campaign. The Company also launched a parallel
media awareness campaign regarding the crackdown while announcing dedicated
telephone numbers for public to report gas pilferage anywhere in SNGPL’s
franchise areas. The campaign would not have been this successful had the public
not cooperated with us. Our Regional teams are in high spirit while actively
combating the gas losses. This is helping the Company in controlling the menace of
Unaccounted for Gas (UFG).
No matter whatever we do to strengthen our Company, SNGPL cannot be
strong unless it is financially healthy. Keeping this in mind, our Departments make
all out mutual efforts to ensure that we break our own records. By the grace of God,
this year we announced highest ever annual profit (After tax) of Rs. 11,121 million
(FY 2017-18) and highest ever interim quarterly profit of Rs. 2,596 million (Q1
FY2018-19). This is not an easy job at all as we are perhaps among the fewest
public sector utilities which continue to post such a tremendous growth year after
year.
SNGPL always takes pride that it is among those few utilities which were
known for the highest quality of Customer Services. Unfortunately with the rapid
increase in number of consumer and comparatively limited resources, we were
unable to keep it at par with our initial standards, however the innovative concept of
Pakistan Citizens Portal launched by the Honourable Prime Minister of Pakistan
helped us in proving that when it comes to customer services, SNGPL is still
unbeatable. In a recently launched report by the portal itself, SNGPL takes the lead
over all other departments with highest number of resolved complaints. This shows
that despite very limited resources we are committed to serve our consumers in the
best possible way.
SNGPL also continued to explore new avenues of technology this year as
the Company marked its launch on social media. The winter awareness campaign
which was earlier carried out through conventional media including Print, Electronic
and Outdoor witnessed launch on digital and social media. The Company’s
accounts on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram were warmly welcomed by
the consumers as they find it more convenient to communicate with the Company.
They key to all the achievements mentioned here lies in the talent, efforts
and unity of our employees. The Management owes debt of gratitude to our
colleagues, each one of them, who make us proud in one way or the other.
Remember, for us to continue on this track of success, we need to be brave about
changes. Keep exploring, keep learning and be successful. With this, I hope and
pray that we have more stories of even better success all throughout the next year.
All the best!
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Cover Story

ON THE INVITATION OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SAPM (PETROLEUM) VISITS
SNGPL HEAD OFFICE
Media Affairs Department

Special Assistant to Prime Minister on
Petroleum Nadeem Babar recently visited
SNGPL Head Office on the invitation of Board of
Directors. Roohi Raees Khan, Chairperson,
SNGPL Board of Directors welcomed the
honourable guest. SAPM (Petroleum) later
chaired a meeting which was also attended by
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Chairperson Board of Directors, MD SNGPL
Amer Tufail and Senior Management of the
Company. Managing Director Amer Tufail gave a
presentation on the key issues faced by the
Company. SAPM (Petroleum) discussed various
solutions with the meeting participants and
provided guidance to the Company Management.

Development

SCADA AT SMS LUCKY CEMENT
Akash Jahangir
Telecom Department is operating
state-of-the-art SCADA System with online
outstations established at Gas Sources, SMSs,
Compressor Stations and Mainline Valve
Assemblies of Transmission Network. The
remote monitoring and control of these
outstations has been enabled from Gas Control
Centre using Company's own terrestrial
Microwave/UHF network. Field data interface
devices are the ‘ears and eyes’ of SCADA
system and help the management in Gas load
Management by providing the real time gas
pressure and flow data.
As the Company’s gas Transmission and
Distribution network is continuously being
extended to the areas which are out of the
coverage of the Company’s telecom network, the
remote SCADA system installed at SMSs and
Valve Assemblies in these localities could not be
integrated with the Host at Gas Control
Faisalabad. To overcome this short coming,

Telecom Department decided to use the GPRS
network of local mobile operator available in the
area for the first time. One such SMS, Lucky
Cement, was required to be online in SCADA
system. In order to meet the requirement, a
GPRS Modem was required to be installed along
with the SCADA RTU at the site. Robustel
GoRugged M1000 Pro V2 is a rugged, industrial
grade, dual SIM offering 2G/3G intelligent
modem designed to provide seamless,
always-on, always aware wireless connectivity
for machine to machine (M2M)/Internet of Things
(IoT) applications. A virtual private network (VPN)
is used with the particular cell phone operator to
access the RTU’s data over their data network.
With this arrangement, the real time Gas
Pressure/flow data for any measuring point can
be made available at Gas control Faisalabad for
various day to day Gas Control operations using
the cell phone data network.
The writer is Senior Engineer(Telecom) Wah-T.
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Managing Director SNGPL
Amer Tufail in
conversation with City42.

Sohail M. Gulzar, Deputy
Managing Director
(Operations), during an
interview with City42
correspondent.
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MD SNGPL Amer Tufail
talking to GNN Television
Senior Correspondent
Javed Farooqi.

DMD (Operations)
discussing issues related
to gas supply with GNN
correspondent.

MD SNGPL Amer Tufail
talking to program host
Zohaib Saleem Butt in
program ‘ Ba-naam
Takht e Lahore’.
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Open Corner

ELECTRONIC GAS MEASUREMENT
AUDITING
Shams ul Islam
Electronic gas measurement (EGM)
auditing is a very important process in the natural
gas industry. Within the last twenty years, the
natural gas industry has changed from the dry
flow chart recorder to the Electronic flow
Computer (EFM) as the primary method of
recording the measurement data for custody
transfer.
These flow computers are subject to all
of the problems in the primary device that a chart
recorder was. In addition they have their own set
of problems that crop up in the flow computer
and transmitters, some of which had similar
problems when it was a chart recorder and some
of which are unique to the flow computer. Careful
review of the meter data should still be (and
usually is) a part of the monthly close process.
Even with the review process,
occasionally measurement errors make it through
to the payment calculation. It is for this reason
that auditing is necessary and prudent. A proper
audit procedure can be cost effective and ensure
that proper credit is received for any delivery. As
a side benefit, it will also help ensure that internal
measurement is being performed properly.
API Chapter 21.1:
API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
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Standards, Chapter 21.1 defines the minimum
necessary data to evaluate electronic gas
measurement and perform edits in order to
recognize problems and to correct for them if
they occur. While there are many different gas
flow computers on the market and many different
company defined measurement programs, all
should be able to provide measurement data that
meets these requirements for custody transfer or
sales check meter measurement.
Audit Data:
EGM auditing requires careful scrutiny of
an array of data. In order to complete an audit,
the first step is to acquire all existing information
used in the determination of volumes. EGM data
usually consist of reports generated directly by
the EGM, field location, or office. These reports
provide volume information and other details
used in volume determination. Reports differ by
manufacturer and company, but most provide
similar basic reports.
The following are typical EGM reports
and other data required to perform a complete
audit.
• Characteristic Report — Provides details on
station name, location, calculation factors, AGA
data, analysis data, alarm data, and calibration
data.

• Volume Report — Provides daily (or hourly)
volumetric readings with averaged differential
pressure (DP), static pressure (AP), and
temperature.
• Alarm Summary — List daily alarm conditions
such as low differential, high differential, low
static pressure, high static pressure, low power,
and many others.
• Event Report — Details all station activity such
as meter tests, calibrations, plate changes, and
any other change made to the station
parameters.
• Meter Test Reports — Along with the events
report, most companies complete hard copy
meter test reports when tests are performed or
changes are made to the station. This is
absolutely necessary to maintain the audit trail.
• Change Reports — Some companies use
separate reports when changes are made (i.e.,
plate change, meter tube change, range change,
etc.).
• Witness Reports — Meter tests witness report
verifying tester’s results.
• Analysis Reports — Gas composition
information taken from spot samples, composite
samples, or on-line chromatography.
• Check Station Data — Volume and other
reports from any check stations available.
Once all of the related reports and data
are obtained, the actual audit begins. Always
verify station name and ID. Volume reports
should be reviewed for obvious errors, such as
missing days or any abnormal data. The
characteristic report should be reviewed to
determine that proper composition data was
used, and that all other station parameters are
correct. This should be done for each audit, even
if the audit is on a continuous basis.
Occasionally, parameters are unintentionally
modified or lost due to meter problems.
Review alarm summary to detect
problems in the EGM. EGM manufacturers
provide daily alarm summaries that can be a
valuable audit tool. The alarm summary details
many conditions of interest to the operator as
well as the auditor. The alarm limits are reported
in the characteristic report and should be verified.
The alarm summary also reports errors in the
EGM transducer signals, caused by over-ranging
transducer or other transducer trouble. Alarm
summary reveals errors in the calculation
process that can be caused by invalid
parameters or meter problems.
Review event reports to ensure proper
calibrations and that changes (i.e., plate

changes, composition, etc.) are posted properly.
Most manufacturers provide detailed events in
this report that can often explain discrepancies.
Any changes made to the station should be
verified closely. Any time changes are made,
volume accumulators should be reset in order to
ensure that correct parameters are used for
calculations from the time of the change forward.
Depending on contractual tolerances and
obligations, corrections or adjustments may be
required from meter tests. This can be
determined from the events reports. Test and
found points should be recorded during each
meter test to provide this as audit trail.
Volumetric data can often be obtained in
electronic format allowing for integration,
recalculation, and comparison by computer. The
computer will reduce time spent on audits by
automatically flagging potential problems.
Volumes should be compared to check station, if
available. If a problem is detected through
reviewing the volumes or by check meter
comparison, more detailed research should
follow. Measurement problems and/or errors can
result from a wide variety of sources. Some
problems are easily detected and corrected,
others are impossible to correct. This is where
experience is beneficial to the auditor. In this
case, we will divide errors into two categories:
Field and Office.
1. Field Errors:
With EGM, the bulk of responsibility of the meter
station and resulting volumes is with the field
personnel. With this added responsibility and the
inherent dynamics involved in measuring natural
gas, most, but not all, errors can be traced to the
field. For this reason, adequate training and clear
communication with field personnel are essential
ingredients in the natural gas measurement
process.
With any type of measurement, unique
characteristics of the measurement devices in
use and the actual gas being measured all affect
the measurement results.
a. Primary Elements
Many errors or discrepancies are a result
of operational or physical properties. Fluids in the
gas stream can render false differential readings.
Fluids in gauge lines can cause differential zero
shifts. Pulsation, caused by compression, can
result in differential error. Gauge line error due to
compression, flow obstructions, or piping, can
also cause differential error that is sometimes
difficult to detect. Freezing causes problems
when liquids or hydrates form solids in piping or
gauge lines. This condition can occur
even when ambient temperatures are above
freezing (32 F), as long as hydrates are present
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in the gas stream. This freezing typically results
in a shifting zero or “wandering” differential. This
is often difficult to detect on EGMs unless the
data is graphed or carefully reviewed. Most EGM
data will be averaged over daily periods, so this
differential error can easily be overlooked. This is
especially true when there is no check
measurement or balancing available.
Not only do physical properties of the
gas affect measurement, but also the flow
characteristics. When flow patterns are steady
and pressures are constant, any type of
applicable gas measurement device is capable of
measuring gas accurately. Typically, chart
recorder check meters will run well less than
0.5% of EGM volumes, even with nominal
fluctuations in flow patterns. When flow patterns
become erratic, measurement becomes more
difficult to measure and even more difficult to
audit accurately. These extremes in flow rates
often make recalculation difficult if not
impossible. EGMs normally calculate volumes
once per second, but accumulate volumes and
averages on an hourly or daily basis. This makes
recalculation of EGM data somewhat inaccurate.
The best practice, in every case, is to work
towards designs and policies that prevent and
eliminate the possibility of these errors.
Plate changes, as well as all other
changes, are automatically reported in the events
report. Use the events report to verify that the
orifice plate change was recorded and applied
properly. Volume accumulators should be reset
any time any change is made, in order to ensure
that correct parameters are used in calculations.
b. Secondary Elements:
Always verify the meter station ID. Using
incorrect data or volumes can prove tiresome in
the auditing process. The characteristics report
defines all parameters used in the calculation of
volumes by the EGM. All of these parameters
must be verified as correct. With EGM, field
personnel are often charged with not only testing,
but also updating plate changes, compositional
data, and other calculation parameters. Often,
data is entered incorrectly or omitted entirely.
Care must be taken when heating values (Btu)
are entered. The heating value entered must be
as set forth by contract (saturated, dry, or actual)
and at the same pressure base as was the
volume computation. It is a common mistake to
disregard pressure base for Btu resulting in an
error in MMBtu. The Btu is not used in EGM
calculations; however, they are often collected
with the rest of the EGM data and imported into
reporting systems where MMBtu is calculated.
EGMs typically have a zero cutoff
feature, which is used to prevent calculation of
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volume when there are slight zero shifts in
transducers. If this option is set too high and low
flow conditions exist, it is possible for the meter
to ignore this low flow. Conversely, transducer
zero shift above zero cutoff can result in
calculating flow during no flow conditions. Always
verify zero cutoff and differential recordings,
along with low DP alarms. Overranging of the
meter is also a severe problem. If this occurs,
volumes will be understated. Check
measurement or estimates must be used. Always
check high DP alarms in the alarm summary to
verify that the differential is not being
over-ranged.
EGM has become very reliable; however,
as with any electronic device, failures will occur.
Transducer or transmitter failures are usually
detected during the meter test or by erroneous
readings reported by the EGM. Occasionally,
boards or power supplies will fail resulting in
missing data. Most EGMs are battery powered
with solar charging systems. With long periods of
cloudy weather, units will power down (“sleep”) in
order to conserve power. Batteries also
malfunction, resulting in loss of power. These
situations can usually be detected by missing
data. Occasionally, meters will report erroneous
readings, especially after “sleep” periods, board
malfunctions, lightning strikes, or other
environmental damage. In either case, check
measurement or estimated volumes must be
used.
2. Office Errors
Most EGM errors do originate in the field;
however, problems do occur in the office. EGM
data is collected in the field or by remote,
imported into data handling systems, edited,
manipulated, recalculated, and sent out in
reports. There are many potholes along this
highway of data.
Depending upon company policy,
contract requirements, and availability, composite
compositional data is often applied and volumes
recalculated in the office. Analysis or composition
reports should be reviewed carefully to ensure
application of correct specific gravity,
components, and Btu values.
Estimates are often inserted in the office.
Estimates should come from check measurement
or third parties if possible. Company policies
regarding volume estimates vary widely.
Incorrect volume calculations can result from
recalculating with incorrect or incomplete data.
Since raw unedited data is the most accurate,
data should not be recalculated unless absolutely
necessary.
Common Sources of Measurement Error:

Volumetric and discrepancies can result
from many different causes. M/s. Coastal Flow
Gas Measurement has kept statistics on what
errors they have found in performing EGM audits
and listed below are the 10 most common. It is
important to note that these are errors are ones
that got through the original measurement review
process. The list may not represent your
experience, it is reasonable for the industry as a
whole. Some of these errors ended up being in
the check measurement, some in the sales
measurement and some in both.
Measurement Error
Analytic Data
Plate Sizing
Liquids in Meter
Pulsation
Incorrect Estimate/Edit
Set-up Factors Incorrect
Meter Freeze
Meter Out of Service
Calculation Method
Defective Transducer

Percentage (%)
21.45
20.79
9.13
6.41
6.34
4.82
4.45
4.38
4.09
3.19

Tabulation of Top 10 Errors Found in 3011
Measurement Audits over the Last 14 Years

Identifying these errors involved
reviewing the periodic measurement data and
comparing it to the same periods in the check
meter, Meter Configuration logs, Alarm Logs and
Meter Event Logs. It also involved reviewing the

meter inspection and calibration reports,
equipment change reports and the gas
measurement and quality sections of the
contract. Sometimes, additional field tests were
conducted to identify the problem.
Most of the problems with EGM are
identified and resolve in the initial measurement
review process. The two, probably most common
issues with EGM, Missing Data (0.73%) and
Calibration Errors (2.19%) don’t even make a
position in the top ten. Where they do present a
problem, they typically are also Incorrect
Estimate/Edit and are only identified by use of a
properly recording check meter.
Conclusion:
The business of natural gas
measurement is truly a complicated, specialized
task. The fact is that mistakes will be made no
matter who is measuring, what is being
measured, or how it is being measured. This fact
makes auditing absolutely necessary. The
auditor must be knowledgeable in all aspects of
measurement, from the field to the office. The
obvious goal in natural gas measurement should
be accuracy and it is up to the auditor to verify
the measurement accuracy.
The writer is Engineer Metering at Central Meter
Shop, Lahore.
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Event

3RD SAFETY PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
Asma Maqbool
3 Professional Development
Conference (PDC) on Occupational Health &
Safety (OHS) under the flag of Pakistan Chapter
of the American Society of Safety Professionals
(ASSP) was organized at Royal Palm Golf &
Country Club, Lahore on November 15-16, 2019
with the theme of “Breaking Barriers to Safety
Culture”. Sui Northern Gas was one of the major
organizers and sponsors of this event.
rd

ASSP is striving to promote Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) globally through
education and advocacy. ASSP is the first ever
platform of highly competent OHS professionals
in Pakistan who participated in the conference to
discuss need of promoting OHS profession in
order to meet future challenges.
The event was inaugurated by Sarah
Aslam, Secretary Labour and Human Resource
Department. Speakers from oil and gas sector,
fertilizer, public sector organizations including
SNGPL, PIA, WAPDA and Pakistan Railways,
and renowned universities along with officials
from government and private sector attended the
conference.
The event covered the topics related to
health, safety and environment including concept
of vision zero, safety and role of digitalization in
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HSE. A message by the President of Pakistan Dr
Arif Alvi regarding significance of OHS was also
read at beginning of the PDC Conference. Two
Days conference comprised of technical sessions
and panel discussion on legal frame work and
implementation of ISO 45001 along with
presentations from industry, academia,
government officials and workers union. In
addition to this, exhibition/stalls were also
arranged by different companies serving in the
business of Health, Safety and Environment. Day
two of the conference took off with
recapitalization of the previous day by Farrukh
Majeed, General Manager (HSE). A technical
paper was presented by Sohail Shahzad, Deputy
Chief Engineer (HSE), regarding implementation
of Health and Safety Management System at
SNGPL. HSE Executives from Head Office also
participated in the conference. Noman Khan,
Senior Engineer (HSE) - Haveliyan Camp
presented poster presentation. Complete support
was provided by SNGPL Management for the
event as evident by the participation of GM
(HSE).
ASSP Pakistan Chapter - WISE (Women
in Safety Excellence) organized a panel
discussion on “Off the Job Safety” on day 2. The
panel comprised of representation from female
officials from SNGPL, Rescue 1122, National
Highway and Motorway Police, Civil Defense,

WAPDA and Fatima Fertilizers. The objective of
WISE is to promote awareness among the
women regarding the Occupational Health and
Safety (OHS), sharing of ideas and knowledge in
the OHS profession. Rabia Nisar, Executive
Engineer, CMS Lahore shared her ideas on
women empowerment. During the panel
discussion, Asma Maqbool, Senior Engineer
HSE focused on the role of women in performing
daily activities safely at home and promotion of
awareness level in the community so that
number of accidents pertaining to fire, short
circuiting, gas leakage etc at domestic level can
be reduced. Due to development of mega
infrastructure projects, availability of power and
anticipated industrial growth in Pakistan in years

to come, there is high probability of large number
of industrial accidents in absence of required
controls that may lead to endangering human
lives, potential loss to the property and damage
to the environment.
It was recommended that state should
include OHS in national agenda for sustainable
growth and good governance. The conference
concluded with the consensus that every sector
should play their part in order to reduce the
number of accidents and to promote awareness
among the community.
The writer is Senior Engineer, HSE Department
at Head Office.
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He has been looking after import
requirements of Distribution,
Compression, Corrosion Control and
Telecom Departments for more than
two years. As the Departmental focal
person for PMDU, he has
satisfactorily handled all the
complaints.
Irshad Azeem Khosa
Executive Engineer
Procurement Department
Head Office
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He is assigned additional
responsibilities of
Faisalabad/Sharaqpur Camp and he
played vital role in resolution of
variances against 189 items (indices)
at three store locations.

Umar Siddique
Officer
Stores Section
Faisalabad (D)

Rashida Saeed
Officer
Business Development Section
Lahore

Nasrullah Baloch
Superintendent
Procurement Section
Shipping Office, Karachi

Abdul Rizaq
Superintendent Accounts
Treasury Section
Lahore (East)

According to the data released by
PMDU, SNGPL Lahore Region
resovled 2,501 complaints which is
highest figure among all regions.
Rashida Saeed played instrumental
role in clearance of complaints
received through PMDU.

He assisted In-Charge, Shipping
Office, Treasury and Law
Departments in encashment of
performance warranty bond of Bank
Islami Pakistan.

He developed Excel based
application to automate process of
refund of security and urgent fee.
Due to his efforts, pendency of refund
cases were reduced to zero.

Hafiz Rafiullah Usmani
Senior Supervisor
Procurement Section
Shipping Office, Karachi

Dilshad Ahmad
Senior Supervisor
Billing Section
Sahiwal (D)

Muhammad Ashraf
Supervisor
Stores Section
Faisalabad (T)

He assisted In-Charge, Shipping
Office, Treasury and Law
Departments in encashment of
performance warranty bond of
Standard Chartered Bank.

He is assigned task of review cases,
bill segment errors, posting of bill
revisions and 1199 complaints. Due
to his efforts, there were no bill
segment errors in the region in the
months of July and August 2019.

He is assigned additional
responsibilities of Faisalabad/
Sharaqpur Camp and he played vital
role in resolution of variances against
189 items (indices) at three store
locations.

SNGPL and the Editorial Team of “The Pride” are thankful to the following employees for
the services they rendered. We wish all the best for their future.

Abdul Waheed
Sr. Associate Engineer
(Mechanical)
Transmission Section
Faisalabad (T)

Khawaja Tauseef Hassan
Helper Pipe Fitter
Metering (Ops) Section
Lahore West (D)

Shahid Jamil
Dy. Foreman Operator Coat
& Wrap
Corrosion Section
Lahore East (D)

Malik Mushtaq Ahmad
Helper Pipe Fitter
Distribution Section
Fateh Jang, Islamabad (D)

Muhammad Nawaz Khan
Dist Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
Faisalabad (D)

Mazhar Hussain
Sr. Supervisor Driver
Administration Section
Islamabad (D)

Bashir Khan
Dist Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
Peshawar (D)

Muhammad Razzaq
Sr. Supervisor Carpenter
Stores Section
Faisalabad (T)

Muhammad Ismail
Dy. Foreman Instrument
Mechanic
Transmission Section
Multan (T)

Moeen ud Din
Dist Supervisor Fitting
Distribution Section
Toba Tek Singh,
Faisalabad (D)

Ansar Nisar Ahmad
Deputy Foreman Fitting
Distribution Section
Talagang, Rawalpindi (D)

Noor Saleh ud Din
Sr. Associate Engineer
Corrosion Section
Bannu, Peshawar (D)

Syed Muhammad Hassnain, ex-General Manager and father of Azam Hassnain, Senior Engineer, Abbottabad, passed away on
17 December 2019.
Muhammad Yousaf Tehsin, ex-Deputy Chief Audit Officer, Head Office, passed away on 05 December 2019.
Mother of Syed Ghulam Marwat, Deputy Chief Officer (IT/MIS), Islamabad, passed away on 31 December 2019.
Father of Shahzad Rizwan Shamsi, Deputy Chief Officer (Stores), Head Office, passed away on 26 December 2019.
Mother of Aslam Pervaiz, Executive Engineer (Distribution), In-Charge Sub Area (Jhang), passed away on 30 December 2019.
Father of Faisal Baig, Executive Officer (IT/MIS), Head Office, passed away on 27 December 2019.
Mother of Bilal Farooq, Engineer (Metering), Central Meter Shop, Kot Lakhpat, passed away on 28 November 2019.
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Literature

Abdul Jabbar is a poet. He did his
masters in English, Political Science with Law
Graduation. After his law practice for 5 years he
turned to teaching. He has been composing
poems. His chief interest has been Man and
matters confronting him in present age. Some of
his poems have also been published in OZ
Australian poetic society. Currently he is working
as senior teacher for an educational trust.
Reassurance
It’s only You who reassures me in decay
Thinking this does not make me dismay
No one’s but its only Your promise
I will confer you more than you pray
Reunion
Where road diverged they did not know
As a result of crotch the hearts uttered oh!
Surety both gave to remain sincere
Holding of hands was like a swear
Despite their will they could not talk
Along a hope of reunion they had to walk
Said and Unsaid
This night I am alone
I am going to make a resolution
That I will make my place
As gem among pebble and stone
No doubt the day is little bit far
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When I will become the guiding star
God fulfils prayers and knows the art
Which are said and which kept in heart
Innocent Sufferer
A bit early the mother awoke
Ali and Zeb with loving stroke
Zeb was five and Ali was three
Playing age and mind set free
It was not Eid or an event day
Curiosity in their mind got way
Both were bathed and dressed
After breakfast mother caressed
Today we will enjoy on a trip
Glee on the faces began to drip
The destination was a building grand
On the gate the policemen made stand
The building was a family court
The rosy face changed to pale sort
A man appeared with toys and gift
The mother felt a great rift
The man had a word Father on lip
Pouring out love enriched mellow dip
They both were standing amazed
The mother seemed as if blazed
Ali stepped eying aimed at gift
Zeb pulled him from mind shift
You are everything for me in the world
Father what made you lead us life of absurd?
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Administration

Administration Department plays pivotal
role as one of the important pillar of SNGPL by
providing support/facilities to other Departments
for accomplishing their tasks in an efficient and
effective manner. The Department did its utmost
efforts to obtain optimal utility from available
means and safeguard the Company’s resources.
Following is the detail of achievements of
Administration Department during calendar year
2018-19:
• During the year 2018-19, pool vehicles
covered 946,542 kilometer distance and with the
grace of Allah Almighty, no issue such as break
down of vehicle during travel or accident
occurred due to timely maintenance of vehicles
and deployment of expert drivers.
• To meet increased requirements of local and
International traveling for official purposes, the
Department arranged 317 Domestic and 09
International tickets.
• To facilitate Board of Directors, Management
and Employees, as per their entitlements,
approximately 282 hotel arrangements were
entertained during the year.
• Pakistan Citizen Portal (PMDU) was launched
in November 2018 by the Prime Minister of
Pakistan with an aim to timely address problems
of the people. In this regard, Administration
Department has successfully resolved all
complaints and there is no pending complaint
regarding Administration Department.
• Considerable savings were made by
accommodating approximately 586 requests for
stay of Executives/ Official guests at Lahore and
Islamabad Transit Mess instead of hotels.
• To facilitate the passengers of pool vehicles,
emergency contact list, First Aid boxes and cards
(mentioning assorted articles e.g. prayer mate,

mobile charger, back-care etc.) have been
placed in pool vehicles.
• Administration Department has successfully
renewed 75 lease agreements of hired offices in
2018-19 on existing terms. Around the year,
more than 164 rent payments were processed
and 24 offices were shifted into alternate better
premises, improving the corporate image of the
Company.
• It is to the credit of Administration Department
that uninterrupted Mobile telephone services to
approximately 848 Executives and 81
Subordinates of the Company were provided.
• Despite poor law and order situation in some
parts of the Company’s franchise area, special
efforts have been made to ensure the safety of
the Company's assets by improving coordination
with respective government departments / law
enforcement agencies and deployment of
additional resources particularly in KPK and
generally in all regions.
• Administration Department has played lead
role for improving social networking among the
Management, Executives and Subordinate staff
by arranging various events of religious and
national importance like Eid Milad-un-Nabi, Eid
Milan Party, Independence Day Celebrations,
Iftar Dinner etc.
• To ensure up keep of our offices, janitorial
and gardening services contracts were
successfully executed at all regional office as
well as Head Office, in accordance with PPRA
rules.
Administration Department believes in
continuous improvements with regard to its
facilitation as well as monitoring role to effectively
contribute its share in Company's growth in the
days to come.
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BILLING

Billing Department is taking every
possible step to ensure improvement in quality of
billing, effectiveness of reporting and maximizing
recovery. Different initiatives are also being
explored including training sessions,
development of applications, generation of
reconciliation reports, standardization of reporting
techniques etc so that timely action can be
initiated to achieve the Company’s goals and
objectives.
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taken by sharing pre-requisites with IT/MIS and
RA Departments.

Billing Department has achieved 98.26
percent of desired targets against KMI based
UFG benchmark introduced by Oil and Gas
Regulatory Authority (OGRA) related to
disconnection/recovery from consumers involved
in pilferage/theft of gas. In addition to this, all out
efforts are being carried out to ensure processing
of Meter Inspection Reports and accordingly
around 750,000 detection cases were finalized in
FY 2018-19. All cases requiring charging of
theft/non-theft volumes are processed
expeditiously and same were incorporated in
system so that timely recovery could be ensured.
To contribute towards UFG reduction goal,
1,443,596 complaints were noted at site and
forwarded to Distribution Department for
necessary action.

Effective and extensive recovery
campaign has been launched against active and
litigant consumers to maximize recoveries
against outstanding dues. In order to maximize
recovery from disconnected defaulted
consumers, besides recovery through
Contractors and Recovery Suits, the decreed
cases are also being referred to respective
Revenue Authorities, under Section 27 (2) of Gas
Theft and Recovery Act, 2016. Accordingly,
applications of 4,442 decreed cases having
outstanding amount of Rs. 7,885 million against
defaulted disconnected consumers have been
filed with District Collectors in all Regions for
recovery as arrears of land revenue. It is
apprehended that course of action to recover
decreed amounts in recovery suits through
respective institutions/revenue authorities will
extensively increase chances of recovery from
defaulted consumers as land revenue authority is
equipped with all legal tools and hence in a better
position to trace and auction properties of the
judgment debtors/defaulters. Recovery efforts
regarding different categories of consumers are
presented hereunder:

As Company is striving to ensure
automation regarding different aspects of
business process, Billing Department is also
contributing towards its part in this regard.
Accordingly, in the first phase regarding
automation of PFC consumer billing, balances of
all PFC consumers have been updated in system
along with other requirements for future
development by IT/MIS Department and bills to
these consumers are being issued through
centralized system i.e. CC&B. Furthermore, for
expeditious and prompt response,
comprehensive OGRA complaints management
system development initiative has also been

• Special emphasis has been given to recovery
drive regarding liquidation of outstanding dues
from active commercial and domestic consumers
resulting in reduction in arrears to the tune of Rs.
343 million against active commercial and
domestic consumers.
• As a result of continuous follow up regarding
recovery from litigant consumers, an amount of
Rs. 2,331 million has been recovered on account
of vacation of stay against system gas tariff.
• Owing to hectic efforts and close liaison with
District Collector Office, an amount of Rs. 47
million has been recovered from old
disconnected consumers.

• As a result of continuous follow up with Pak
Army, PAF and other government consumers like
Punjab Police, Jails, PWD, CDA etc. a recovery
of Rs. 3,360 million has been materialized.
Consumers are most valuable
stakeholders for the Company and it is our prime
focus to serve them with fairness up to their
entire satisfaction regarding meter reading and
billing. In addition to printing of images on the
monthly gas bills, date and time of the same has
also been included so that verification of meter
reading could be more specific and comparison
could be easy. This has resulted in reduction of
consumer’s complaints while also improving their
confidence towards company’s image regarding
transparency and integrity. To ensure accuracy,

cross verification activity of meter reading is also
carried out and accordingly 3,370,869 consumers
are cross checked through different means
including HHU-CC&B Application and physical
visits. Special attention is being given to
complaints lodged by consumers through PMDU
and/or 1199 to ensure prompt resolution/
response within stipulated timelines.
Billing Department is focused on its
prime objective to ensure issuance of accurate
billing to its valued consumers by employing
state of the art tools and technique in line with
vision of the Management to achieve
organizational goals. All out efforts are being
exerted to ensure transparency and endorse
good name for the company.

Civil Construction

In continuation of preceding years’
accomplishments, Civil Construction Department
has completed numerous projects of capacity
enhancement, infrastructure upgradation and
establishment of modern structures to cater
corporate requirements of the Company. Details
of notable projects completed in the Year 2019
are as under.
CONSTRUCTION OF BILL PRINTING SETUP
AT MANGA:
Being the largest consumer based Gas
Supply Company, a separate and explicit setup
for printing of consumer bills has been
established at Manga with all industrial facilities
to meet the requirement of massive printing.

for safe storage of Company record has been
established in Manga making the existing
capacity Company’s storage twofold and
establishing more efficient and systematic
method for storage and retrieval of record.
SUPPLY OF 120 TON CHILLER AT HEAD
OFFICE:
To increase the efficiency of existing
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
System of Head Office, a new Air Cooled Chiller
with Capacity of 120 Ton of Refrigeration is being
installed to keep the working comfort of
employees at best level as well as fulfilling the
upcoming requirements in case of deploying
more manpower at Head Office Building.

EXTENSION IN COMPANY’S ARCHIVE:
Country’s first Multi-tier Archive System
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Finance

A healthy business is always evolving,
and its Finance Department is in-charge of
preparing and evaluating budgets that address
the issue of how you proceed for new projects.
Business may also have slow times of the year or
periods when foreseen and unforeseen
circumstances hurt the bottom line. Finance
Department is responsible for laying out a clear
plan for navigating this tricky territory.
In any organization, Finance Department
can be a catalyst for improved business
performance by providing actionable information
to a company’s most valuable assets – its
leaders. Leaders possess a keen knowledge of
the marketplace and critical competencies. They
combine their market knowledge with internal
company information to make operational,
tactical and strategic business decisions. The
sum of these decisions dictates how well a
company performs.
At SNGPL, Finance Department is
responsible for preparation of Annual Budgets to
support business operations and assessing
feasibilities of new initiatives. The department
also ensures accurate, timely, efficient and
effective discharge of budgetary controls
functions in line with the prescribed regulatory
framework.
Beside the routine tasks carried out
throughout the year, following significant
achievements were made in the year 2019:
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Reduction in Capital Work In Progress:
Sanction of budgets without follow-up for
its completion may lead towards the pilling-up of
Jobs in Progress. To avoid this situation,
extensive follow-up is being made with the
executing departments, due to which outstanding
distribution development jobs in CWIP (i.e.
issued till FY 2014-15) have reduced by
approximately 90 percent from 1,400 in 2015 to
around 110 in 2019.
Besides, following initiatives were also
taken, for adoption of ERP based solutions, as
per vision of the Board of Directors:
Monitoring of Completion Reports Through
Oracle Financial System:
Completion Report (CR) is an important
tool used for budgetary control and to reconcile
the material consumption and other expenditures
incurred on the Job with that of appearing in the
financial / perpetual inventory record. Specific
timelines are also defined and communicated,
time and again, regarding preparation of
Completion Reports and its submission to
Finance Department, after resolving all the
reconciliation issues.
After implementation of Oracle Inventory
System in 2013, Finance Department, with the
help of IT/MIS Department, had taken initiative
for development of work around solution for
preparation of Completion Reports through

Oracle Inventory System:
• In the first phase of development, only one
annexure of the Completion Report i.e. Material
Reconciliation Statement was developed and
implemented successfully.
• In the second phase, the utility was extended
to the other information so that the complete
Completion Report could be prepared through
Oracle Financial System.
Now, moving forward and keeping in
view of the importance of swift follow-up, another
facility is added to the utility, which mainly suffice
the purpose of housekeeping of completion
reports at Finance Department but at the same
time it is helping respective quarters to view
different types of reports related to completion

reports, through Oracle Financial System. The
above utility is also fulfilling the purpose of
“digitized system to generate alerts regarding
pending completion reports”, as directed by the
Audit Committee of Directors in its 96th meeting.
Following are the some of the targets,
set to be achieved, in Year 2020:
• Development of ORACLE based,
work-around solution for monitoring of Capital
Jobs in Progress;
• Development of ORACLE based, process
flow for processing and circulation of request for
jobs;
• Phase-IV – Completion Report-Work Around
Solution: Development of utility for preparation/
communication of exception letters/reports.
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Human Resource (HR)

Recruitment of Contractual Executives
A competitive process of hiring of head
hunters for recruitment of Contractual Executives
was applied and services of Had Hunters are
being utilized to ensure transparency and merit.
Employees Performance
HR Department has successfully
processed 1,517 Annual Performance
Appraisals Reports of Executives for the period
2018-19 for timely disbursement of annual
increments.
Motivating Employees to Improve Skills and
Capability
21 Executives and 103 Subordinate were
awarded increment on improvement of
qualification in 2019.

Focus of Human Resource Department
Human Resource Department of SNGPL
always endeavours for welfare and prosperity of
its employees by promoting healthy working
environment and sufficient monetary benefits
enabling them to effectively meet rising cost of
living. All efforts on part of HR Department are
made to ensure industrial peace and maximize
productivity of the workforce through
development.
Recruitment of Executives
Human Resource Department is
proactively playing a vital role in implementation
of merit based recruitment system to provide a
better workforce to contribute towards
achievement of the Company's goals. After
completion of all formalities of recruitment
process in Executive cadre, appointment letters
of selected candidates are being issued. This
recruitment will allow all departments to
overcome the workload issues while improving
quality and efficiency in work.
Promotions of Senior Management
Promotion process against Senior
Management positions has been successfully
completed. During 2019, total of three executives
were promoted to Grade IX and 18 executives
were promoted to Grade - VIII.
Career Progression Process
M/s Narejo HR (Pvt.) Limited was
engaged through competitive process to
complete preparations for career progression of
Executives of Grades III-VI for current year. In
this regard, Potential Assessment Test (PAT)
was successfully conducted in September and
October 2019 for 403 Executives.
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Long Service Award
To honour loyalty and commitment of our
employees, the Company rewards long term
Company service with a token of appreciation.
This year, 93 Executives and 396 Subordinates
have been given Long Service Award for
rendering 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 years of
service.
Referendum
Recently referendum was held peacefully
under the supervision of NIRC without any
untoward incident.
CBA Agreement FY2017-19
CBA Agreement for the FY 2017-19 was
finalized in a peaceful manner and salaries of all
career term employees were increased
accordingly.
Haj
80 employees are facilitated to perform
haj on the Company's account.
Internal Election of SNGPL Employees Union
FY2019-21
HR Department in coordination with
Admin Department facilitated the election
process at all 71 polling stations. The elections
were held peacefully and without any unpleasant
incident.
UFG Control Activities/Disciplinary Actions
Company is taking strict action against
employees involved in UFG losses. During
calendar year 2019, the accused employees
were awarded severe punishments in 26 cases
based on the extent of guilt established on their
part, on account of gas theft.

Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)

To ensure that SNGPL’s Health, Safety
and Environmental Policy is systematically
applied and best industry practices are adopted
within all operations, the Company has
developed an Integrated HSE Management
System (IMS) based upon ISO 14001:2015 and
OHSAS 18001:2007 standards.
• HSE infrastructure at SNGPL is divided into
33 sites of operational departments. Incharge of
each site is designated as HSE Focal Point.
Each HSE Focal Point is responsible for
implementation of the Company’s HSE
Management System through line management
under his domain.
• In compliance to Company's HSE Policy, a
systematic Management Program is introduced
by developing procedures and guidelines for all
operational activities across the Company.
• Monitoring and measurement is carried out as
per standard through HSE Internal Audits and
Surveillance Audits by certifying body to evaluate
effectiveness of the Company's HSE
Management System. This reflects the
Management Commitment towards
implementation of HSE Management System.
• Health, Safety and Environment Department
has developed 35 procedures duly approved by
the management based upon operational
activities of the Company and circulated across
the company for implementation in true letter and
spirit. These procedures are also available on
Company’s web portal for easy access.

In order to monitor compliance of ISO
14001 / OHSAS 18001 Standards, surveillance
audits are conducted by M/s United Registrar of
Systems (URS) bi-annually. Successful conduct
of these audits demonstrates effectiveness of
HSE Management System. Management’s
commitment towards HSE is highly appreciated
by the Auditors. It is pertinent to mention that
SNGPL has upgraded the Management System
to ISO 14001:2015 version through inhouse
resources. Third party audit of total ten (10) sites
was carried out this year.
HSE Department also organizes medical
camps on regular basis to promote Health Care
Awareness and on spot health screening of
employees. It provides excellent opportunity for
promoting awareness about the general HSE
related initiatives as well. This year, HSE
Department organized Medical Camps at
Sialkot-D, Mardan-D, Peshawar-D, Rawalpindi-D,
Shiekhupura-D, Wah-T, Sargodha-D and
Lahore-T. Medical screening tests of Diabetes,
Hypertension, Hepatitis B&C, Eye Refraction and
Bone Scanning were carried out. 1,981
employees were screened at these camps.
Response of employees was very encouraging
who participated enthusiastically and also got
printed material on general and work related
diseases and safety measures. Occupational
Health risk assessment is a very important tool to
monitor and advise any health risk which
provides input for developing suitable controls
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before any outbreak.
SNGPL, through its core values and HSE
policy, thrives to provide a safe work environment
for its employees. In order to improve fire fighting
capabilities; fire hydrant systems with automatic
pumping arrangements as per NFPA code / IAP
Rules have been commissioned at several
company locations. Installation of new fire
hydrant systems have been carried out at Multan
and up-gradation of various existing fire hydrant
systems of the Company is also in progress for
dealing with fire related emergencies more
efficiently. Smoke detection systems
have been installed and made operational at
Compressor station BC-1 Manawala and Central
Meter workshop. Such advancements not only
make us self-sufficient in its response and ability
to meet fire emergencies but also act as boost for
the workers who consider themselves safer. 83
evacuation and fire drills have been carried out
across the company during the year 2019.
As a good corporate citizen with a vision
to prevent and protect the health of its employees
and contractor staff and in compliance with the
requirement of Occupational Health Surveillance,
SNGPL has made its Occupational Health Mobile
Unit operational this year. It has started its
operation in the last quarter of 2019. Its first
activity was conducted on September 27, 2019 to
cater for Central Metering Workshop staff. This in
house occupational health facility will help us to
have valid, unbiased lab results and to prevent
loss of employee’s work time required for visiting
hospital and laboratories. Faisalabad (D&T) and
Sargodha were covered in the last quarter with
total employees covered reaching to 693.
HSE Training are imparted to the Company’s
Executives and staff with the prime objective to
learn, refresh and update HSE knowledge and
skill to continually improve on their HSE
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performance at work. SNGPL, being member of
‘National Safety Council’, which is a non-profit
organization with mission of saving lives by
preventing injuries and deaths at work, in homes
and communities, and on the road. During 2019,
more than 13,000 employees have been trained
for HSE modules in 813 number of sessions.
In addition to this, HSE Engineers are
the International Member of American Society of
Safety Professionals (ASSP). ASSP is a global
association and premier leader for Health, Safety
and Environment (HSE) professional. SNGPL
actively participated in 3rd Professional
Development Conference (PDC) on Occupational
Health & Safety (OHS) under the flag of Pakistan
Chapter of the American Society of Safety
Professionals (ASSP), at Royal Palm Golf &
Country Club, Lahore with the theme of
“Breaking Barriers to Safety Culture”. SNGPL
was one of the major sponsors of this event.
HSE Department successfully installed /
commissioned Close Circuit Television (CCTV)
Cameras at 13 Customer Services Centers
(CSCs) of 02 Regions (Lahore and Sahiwal) out
of total 85 CSCs. Performance of CCTV camera
systems was evaluated as satisfactory as it
fulfilled the desired requirement. Further
installation of CCTV Cameras is in progress.
Remaining sites are also being pursued and are
at different stages of installation / procurement.
Keeping in view the energy crisis,
SNGPL is committed to conserve energy by
optimum utilization of energy. Energy
conservation initiatives are being looked after by
HSE Department. The Company strives to
preserve resources for the future and reduce
environmental pollution. SNGPL makes
extensive efforts to reduce energy consumption
in its own operations as well as convince its
consumers on efficient utilization of energy

welding plants, 30 compressors and 80
generators was performed through these
equipments. Environmental impacts of these
emissions are covered in environmental risk
assessment (wherein the current controls and
preventive measures are suggested).

through improvements in processes, use of
energy efficient equipments and changing life
style.
HSE Department also arranged
awareness walks on energy conservation in
coordination with educational institutions. In this
regard, a Conservation walk was organized in
Rawalpindi in the month of December which was
led by Roohi Sarwar Khan, Chairperson, SNGPL
Board of Directors. Amer Tufail, Managing
Director SNGPL along with Senior Management
and other officials participated in the walk.
Another walk was organized in Lahore from
Hussain Chowk to Liberty Chowk in collaboration
with University of Engineering and Technology
(UET), Lahore and Rescue 1122. Similar Walks
are being scheduled to be conducted in all
regions during the current Winter season. In
addition to promoting awareness among the
community, SNGPL is installing Energy
Conservation Devices (Geyser Timer Device and
Solar Water Heater) upon the request from the
consumer, in order to conserve energy / gas
consumption.

Celebration of HSE Week across the
Company was a new initiative which left a
measurable impact on Company employees for
carrying out their assignments safely and
efficiently. Another new initiative introduced by
HSE Department is Safe Working Man Hours.
SWMH is an internationally recognized
motivational initiative to check the occurrence of
accidents and to recognize / reward those who
have achieved certain milestone i.e. consecutive
work hours without an occupational injury /ill
health resulting in days away from work. This tool
would help reduce work related injuries and
provision of safe working conditions to our
workforce. Carbon foot print is another new
concept being launched in the Company. A
baseline of energy utilized and CO2 emissions
would be determined to calculate Carbon Foot
Print of SNGPL and opportunities for reducing
and offsetting Company’s Carbon Footprint
would be identified through energy conservation.
This initiative would not only improve the
environmental conditions but also would reduce
the excessive energy consumption in various
Company operations.
To show its commitment towards
implementing HSE Policy across the Company,
Management Review Meeting headed by
Managing Director is conducted bi-annually for
periodic review and evaluation of HSE
management system.
Being a responsible Company, SNGPL
carries out multiple activities for enhancing the
quality of life of the community in which it

SNGPL is committed to preserve the
environment by complying with all applicable
laws and codes. A procedure for environmental
monitoring is part of Integrated Management
System Manual. In addition, emission tests of
stacks, generators, vehicles and welding plants
are carried out as per frequency using either in
house resources or third party services.
SNGPL has developed in-house
resources for monitoring of emissions using
state-of-the-art portable equipments like
LANCOM, TESTO, IMR. A vehicle installed with
Crypton emission analyzer equipment has been
specially designed for emission monitoring in
addition to portable devices. Emission testing of
2,150 vehicles (Company owned and hired), 190
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operates. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
policy of the Company, approved by the Board of
Directors, is in line with the laid down principles
of Securities and Exchange Commission of
Pakistan (SECP) and covers all aspects of CSR.
SNGPL CSR Policy focuses the areas of Health,
Environment and Education for the less
privileged / under developed community in its
area of operations. Conservation of environment
is a major objective of SNGPL Corporate Social
Responsibility policy. SNGPL is a corporate
partner of Worldwide Fund (WWF) for this
purpose.
SNGPL has also taken initiative of Tree
Plantation. The purpose of this initiative is to
contribute towards Cleaner and Greener
Environment. SNGPL has partnered with forest
departments of Punjab and KPK for tree
plantation at Changa Manga. SNGPL has
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successfully completed the target of plantation of
100,000 trees for FY 2018-19 in partnership with
Forest Department and WWF-P.
Every year a sizeable amount is spent to
carry out schemes related to new projects based
on these initiatives or for the ongoing projects.
SNGPL’s primary focus in selecting a project is to
ensure that maximum benefits of the project
passes on to a larger community.
SNGPL has been registered with United
Nation Global Compact (UNGC), in order to align
its sustainable initiatives with its operations for
the benefit of the society and environment.
SNGPL has submitted its 2nd Communication on
Progress (COP) / Annual report (on GC Active
level), based on the principles of Human Rights,
Labour, Environment and Anti-corruption to
United Nations which has been accepted.

IT/MIS

On Site Transaction Processing-Training to Store Incharges at SNGTI

"Technology enables organizations to
deliver a consistent message and experience,
while still offering the flexibility that empowers
employees in their benefits experience,” says
Chris Bruce, Co-Founder and Managing Director
at Thomsons Online Benefits, speaking about the
merits of a digital employee benefits strategy.
Business Process Automation (BPA) is assumed
to enhance organizational efficiency by
decreasing level of effort and elimination of
redundant processes and procedures. As 2019
unfolded, the Management focused on the
optimum utilization of IT Resources to achieve
maximum benefit out of them. IT/MIS
Management not only worked on exploring new
avenues of business automation but it also
shifted gears by speeding up specialized
trainings and hand holding sessions.
The Department takes this opportunity to
briefly discuss the noteworthy accomplishments
made in each domain during 2019.
Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
SNGPL has been using Oracle
E-Business Suite as its ERP system to bundle
together its business processes. The journey
which started with implementation of Oracle
Financials now comprises of HR, Payroll,
Inventory, Purchasing, Enterprise Asset
Management and Project Management modules.
Most of the business processes relevant to
Supply Chain, Human Resource Management,
Financial Management, Assets Management and
Projects Management have been automated
through ERP. It has not only confined the data
along with processes but also improved the work
flows by aligning different departments which
resulted in significant bottom line savings. There

are 1,607 current active users and the number is
continuously increasing. In-House initiatives by
the ERP team comprising of functional and
technical resources has led to huge savings.
Enhancements done in ERP in 2019 are
mentioned below:
Enterprise Asset Management Module- A step
towards Optimized Asset Utilization
Functionality
Maintenance
Activities of
Compression
Station

Automation Description
eAM is being implemented at AC-8
Faisalabad. Expected completion is in
February 2020. All remaining compression
stations will be automated according to the
finalized set up configured in AC-8.

Supply Chain Management through Inventory
and Purchasing Modules of ERP
•

Inventory
Functionality
Elimination of
Centralized
Batch
Processing
Restriction on
Negative
Balance
e-MR/e-MRV
at Project
Camps

Automation Description
Centralized batch processing of MRV and
ISST documents was replaced with onsite
auto-processing providing real time picture
of on hand stock in the stores.
Negative balances were restricted at 14
store locations. It is another milestone
achieved towards minimization of slow /
non moving items.
Introduction of e-MR and e-MRV at Project
camps is the last step of automation of the
activity.

Purchasing
Functionality
Automation of
Purchasing
Process

Automation Description
Implementation and rollout of e-LPR /
e-Indents through Purchasing module of
ERP in all regions and project locations is
step forward towards complete automation
of purchasing process.

Configuration of Expense report to be
TA/HA Payment utilized for TA/HA payments/claims of all
executives/SN/Casual staff.
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Rollout of eLPR, Trainings at SNGTI for head office users and on site for regional users

HRMS Modules of ERP
•

HR
Functionality
Fact Finding
Inquiries

Legal Cases

Succession
Planning

Promotion
Charts

•

Automation Description
Configuration of structure for entering the
data pertaining to Pending Fact Finding
Inquiries in Oracle HRMS module of ERP.
Configuration of legal cases of SNGPL
being handled by HR was defined. The
system tracks case correspondence from
end to end.
Strategy for identifying and developing
future leaders in the company - at all levels
has been configured in HRMS. Automation
of Succession planning is useful for
addressing the inevitable changes that
occur when employees resign, retire, are
terminated or ill, or expire.
Promotion charts are being automated in
HR module and will be completed by
January 2020.

Payroll
Functionality

Swift Transfer
of Salary to
Banks

Automation Description
Swift transfer of salary to banks will enable
Accounts Department in achieving their
target of Swift transfer of monthly salaries
by directly transferring the salaries from
main bank accounts to employees' salary
accounts (both executives and subordinates)
instead of routing through respective area
imprest account.

Capacity Building and Research Work
With all the above mentioned activities,
two of the ERP team members while upgrading
their degrees, completed research work on ERP
in SNGPL with the following titles:
- Impact of Change Management Initiatives in
reducing resistance to change- ERP
Implementation in SNGPL by Sarah Ali for
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MS-TQM.
- Impact of ERP Implementation on
Organization Performance-Case study SNGPL
by Irfan Abid for MBA-IT (2.5 Years)
In addition to above mentioned
achievements and 24/7 support to business
users of all modules to different departments
(including Finance, Accounts, Stores,
Procurement, HR, Admin, Transmission, P&D,
Project-MC etc.), IT/MIS ERP team is also
exploring the other modules of ERP complying
the management's vision of provision of best
solution in the market like time and labour, self
service HR, performance management etc.
Oracle Customer Care & Billing (CC&B)
Since the implementation of CC&B in
SNGPL in 2009, IT/MIS has not only provided
24/7 support but has also introduced enhanced
features in the application. Currently the user
count has reached 2,356 (synced with Two-factor
authentication) which is continuously increasing.
Below are the functionalities configured in 2019:
• Smooth Upgrade To Oracle CC&B 2.6
The original implementation of CC&B system in
SNGPL was performed by Oracle in 2009 and
the project was completed in 18 months. Since
2009, Oracle has released a number of newer
versions with latest being CC&B version 2.6. As
the Executives and Staff of IT/MIS have been
using the system since 2009 therefore they have
developed significant expertise and skill. GM
(IT/MIS) assigned a core team to study official
documentation available at Oracle and master
the process to perform CC&B upgrade. Once the
decision was made to perform in-house

TA/HA payment

upgradation, multiple project teams including
CC&B Technical Team (comprising of Database
Administrators, Systems Administrators and
Developers), CC&B Operations Team
(comprising of Functional Experts of bill
generation and payment handling), CC&B QA
Team (blend of Quality Assurance Analyst,
testers and CC&B Functional expert) and CC&B
Training Team (comprising of CC&B
Configuration and Domain Experts) were
established to work in parallel for successful
upgrade within the defined timeframe after
preparing a project plan and timeline. Progress
status review was carried out on weekly basis to
keep the project on track. With all the checks in
place and a beaming morale the go live activity
was started on scheduled time. CC&B services

were stopped and the activity was started. The
upgrade was performed smoothly and the first
instance of CC&B 2.6 was available. The
Department’s job did not end here. As soon as
the system was live, the Department wore the
support cap and started helping users in using
the upgraded system.
• KMI Incorporation as Per OGRA
Requirements
In order to achieve operational
excellence, OGRA has proposed a roadmap with
specimen Key Monitoring Indicators (KMI). Any
appropriate and serious effort towards UFG
reduction is linked to the achievement of KMIs.
IT/MIS CC&B team has developed certain
enhancements to accomplish KMI targets:

KMI No.
KMI # 20

System Development
Vigilance Module for Domestic- Active consumers

KMI # 21

Maintain and Leakage rectification at all TBS/DRSs on biannual basis. TBS /DRS Inspection, Maintenance and
Leakage Rectification activity was being
carried out, out of CC&B. Subarea wise TBS
Account IDs generated for TBS /DRS
Inspection, Maintenance and Leakage
Rectification activity. A Field Activity will be
generated on bi-annual basis for TBS /DRS
Inspection, Maintenance and Leakage
Rectification. This will enable business users
to record Data and generate System Reports.

KMI # 4,5,15, Correction of Data Anomalies
18,19,21,30

Impact
To Re-inspect Domestic Disconnected
consumers across the network.
ITMIS has implemented the solution, a Field
Activity to handle Vigilance Activity of
Domestic Disconnected Consumers. This will
enable business users to record Data and
generate System Reports.

Distribution department sent data
inadvertently wrongly posted or correction.
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Demonstration of Mobile App functionality to be used for Physical Count

System Configurations as per OGRA regulations
In addition to continuous support on Billing, CS and Sales activities, time to time configurations
are being defined to incorporate regulatory requirements. Detail is as under:

•

System Development
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Impact

Automation of PFC Manual Billing &
Consumer Balance Breakdown

In first phase, billing of PFC Consumers is implemented in CC&B production
environment. To implement Second phase, IT/MIS has deployed functionality on UAT
to capture / segregate consumer balances and automate all amounts manual
adjustments against components mentioned below i.e. GIDC, System Gas Tariff,
RLNG Gas Tariff, Cost of supply, Litigation etc. Relevant training has also been
imparted to Billing Users.

Integration and Improvements in CC&B Integration of CC&B (FGF) with HR Module

This functionality will result in allowing only valid employee numbers in CC&B verified
from Oracle HRMS Module for FGF consumers.

Leakage Complaints - Marked as Critical

Leakage Complaints are marked as Critical. Earlier all complaints were marked as
normal.

Procedure for Tracking Theft /
Stolen Meters in CC&B

ITMIS implemented the functionality to track Stolen/Theft meters in CC&B. So that any
suspected or New Meter stolen could be searched from a single point.

CNIC Verified (Received via 1199)

Provisioning in CC&B for entry of CNIC by Sales received through Call Center 1199

Energy Conversation Devices (Solar Water
Heater and Geyser Timer Device) for
Non- Consumers of SNGPL

Facilitating Non-Consumers by defining provision in CC&B

New security deposit amount of Rs. 15000
for RLNG-Domestic Consumers

Updated Revised Security Deposit amount for RLNG-Domestic Consumers

Application of Pressure Factor to Domestic
Consumers

As per BODs instructions and under agenda pertaining to pressure factor,
amendments are carried out in CC&B Tariff Structures for Domestic category including
Domestic RLNG (DOM, DOM_OTH and DOML) to calculate information

OGRA Notified Tariff Updation in CC&B

Domestic Sector Tariff -Benefit of one previous/preceding slab revised Withholding
Sales Tax Rates: Amendments in tax laws through Finance Act, 2019)

• Automation
- IT/MIS has made software development
efforts and modified existing Billing Batch job for
the first time after the upgradation of CC&B using
the custom development functionality available in
the upgraded version of CC&B. This is the major
achievement and change is implemented as
advised by the Management.

- IT/MIS is continuously striving to find out the
ways to make the CC&B processes more
efficient. The Department has developed various
batch jobs and BPA Scripts like posting of
Billable Charges, corrections in GCV/SMS Codes
and handed over to Business Department with
proper training which will enhance the efficiency
of users.
Bill Processing / Printing / Dispatch
Bill printing is a specialized job and
IT/MIS prints more than 6.7 million bills every
month. In order to meet the huge bill printing
requirements, IT/MIS has built a dedicated, bill
printing facility at SNGPL Manga, with systematic
flow of bill printing activity, from receiving of
pre-printed bills to dispatch of the printed bills.
IT/MIS has established a purposely-built facility
to manage bill printing activity including a
dedicated paper storage, a proper sorting area
and dispatch area.

System Development

SNGPL- Website Activities
Regular updates to keep the information
updated on the Company Website which
includes:
- SNGPL Newsletter "The Pride"
- Energy Conservancy Campaign
- SNGTI Training Schedule
- New Connections Merit
- About 2,600 Tender Enquiries
Provision of IT Equipments
In 2019, IT/MIS continued to provide
latest IT equipment to organizationwide users.
IT/MIS strive to procure latest technologies being
introduced in the market through continuous
market surveys. A brief summary of procured IT
equipments in 2019 is given below:
Sr. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Item
HHU’s
Laptops
PC’s
Printers
Scanners
UPS
Total

Qty Issued
422
220
613
213
121
370
1959

Infrastructure Monitoring and maintenance
IT infrastructure monitoring is the
deployment of a built-in knowledge base to
automatically diagnose performance and
availability problems across the technology stack
before productivity is compromised. IT/MIS team
puts in tremendous efforts to enhance its
infrastructure with latest and secure solutions
available in the market. The projects completed
in 2019 are as follows:

Impact

Existing System is Upgraded with advance features like LAN-free backup (to enhance
Up gradation of Backup and restore System backup and restore performance and other performance) and security features
(provide shorter backup and recovery times and less disruption to other systems).
Implementation of Data De-duplication

De-duplication implementation helped in efficient storage allocation, Cost savings,
Network optimization, Data center efficiency and faster recovery and continuity.

IBM All Flash 9100

To meet the operational needs and performance requirements, IT/MIS has recently
procured the latest Flash System 9100 based on IBM storage technology viz a viz
FlashCore NVMe Module.

Upgraded SNGPL Email infrastructure

ITMIS Department has Shifted/Migrated its Critical Email Infrastructure Such as
Company Email, Mobile Email Services from 32bit processor Server Architecture into
64bit which is more powerful, secure and stable platform available today for servers.

Enhancement x86 Based Servers Memory
(RAM)

SNGPL has virtualized its 98 percent of x86 Server infrastructure into virtualization to
step towards building its own private could using VMWare’s.
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System Development

Impact

Upgraded Applications / Operating Syste

ITMIS is also updating its application/operating system with time to time to keep
up-to-date and also get the latest features. Recently TrendMicro Server Antivirus,\
VM Ware vSphere Operating system, Bluecoat advanced secure gateway application/
operating system updated to latest build.

Email Services Setup on DR Site

Email disaster recovery is a critical part of IT security. Keeping in view of the Email
sever criticality ITMIS Setup an Environment of Its Email Services such as (Web Email
(www.sngpl.net), Desktop (Lotus Notes) and Mobile (Lotus Traveler) on Disaster
Recovery site. In case of any disaster email services can be available on DR site with
minimum downtime.

Deployment of Video Wall at DRC Manga

Network Operations Centers (NOCs) are central locations to monitor data center
operations and network infrastructure to detect and resolves incidents, and ultimately
ensures data center availability. Video wall systems help our NOC staff to monitor
systems which can ultimately provide an overview of the complete infrastructure at
any time. NOC staff can monitor networks, video streams, alarm systems, and other
critical content on a dynamic central display.

Future Projects
Mobile, social, cloud, analytics, the Business of IT; these macro forces are behind many of the
digital technologies IT/MIS teams are working on.

Hard Drive vs. SSD vs. NVMe

Video Wall
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Law

Law Department is working jointly with
the rest of the departments in order to achieve
the Company’s common objectives and to ensure
that the Company’s activities are in conformity
with all applicable laws and regulations.
Law Department provides legal support
in handling Company’s litigation and consultation
services as well as vetting, drafting and
negotiation of contracts, tender documents as
referred by concerned departments from time to
time including handling of other work connected
thereto with the commercial transactions of the
Company including foreign and local arbitrations
etc. It is pertinent to mention that under the
leadership of General Manager (Law), the
Department has made tangible contribution in
term of disposal of court cases and recovery of a
sizeable amount from the litigant consumers.
Details are shared here for readers of ‘The
Pride’.
In the Year 2019, approximately 1,972
recovery cases, 952 declaratory cases and 90
numbers of criminal cases were decided by the
Courts in favour of the Company owing to
dedicated efforts and timely actions by the Law
Department. These numbers also include
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disposal of following high profile cases/disputes
as well in favour of the Company:
- Orient Power Company: Recovery of Rs. 400
Million
- Expert determination under Gas Supply
Agreements with Government Power Plants.
- Tariff related cases of Peshawar Region:
Recovery of Rs. 2.3 Billion
- Data Steel Pipe Industries (Pvt) Limited:
Recovery of Rs. 248 Million
Apart from the above, an amount of
approximately Rs. 4,922 Million (FY-2018-19)
has been recovered from the litigant consumers.
Law Department has also made remarkable
progress regarding encashment of bank
guarantees amounting to Rs. 400,314,179 while
helping to improve the receivable situation of the
Company.
Law Department effectively provided
in-house services for vetting, drafting and
negotiation with the respective parties for
finalization of 44 agreements / tender documents
during the Year 2019 pertaining to Transmission,
Sales, IT/MIS, Billing, HSE and Treasury
Departments.

Media Affairs

The year 2019 was not just another
routine year for Media Affairs Department by any
means. Apart from handling Public Relations
related matters of the Company, Media Affairs
Department is responsible for carrying out winter
awareness campaign through print and electronic
media. The Department had been doing this job
for past many years. The Board of Directors and
the Company Management, however, wanted the
campaign to be more aggressive choosing the
medium which has maximum reach in current
days. The Company therefore launched Social
Media Accounts of the Company on Facebook,
Twitter, instagram and YouTube.
The Company’s Social Media accounts
were received warmly by the consumers. It was
noticed that social media has acted as a kind of
communication bridge between the Company
and the consumers. With the beginning of
winters, gas saving devices including Gas Saver
Cone and Geyser Timer Device were constantly
advertised on all Social Media platforms. For
the first time, orders for the devices were
booked through social media and more than 60
orders were booked by the Department.
Awareness messages on geyser maintenance
and general conservation; precautionary
measures for using gas equipments and
messages against use of compressors were

also displayed on Social Media.
The positive aspect of Social Media is
that it brought forward the bright face of customer
services that the conventional media rarely
shows to its viewers. This happened when the
consumers started complaints related to gas
supply, gas pressure, connection installation and
other matters related to the Company Services.
The complaints were immediately forwarded to
the concerned departments or regions whose
immediate action took the consumers by a very
pleasant surprise which was reflected in their
feedback as well.
Apart from it, the Department continued
with its regular awareness campaign through
television, print and outdoor media which was
very well received by the public. Another addition
to the advertisement bouquet was SMS
marketing. Media Affairs Department drafted the
awareness messages which were then sent to
mobile phone numbers of the consumers.
The Department also ensured
comprehensive media coverage of all the
Company activities particularly major press
conferences and visits of Federal Minister or
Federal government representatives. Company
Newsletter ‘The Pride’ was also regularly
published throughout the year.
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Planning and Development

In the recent past, SNGPL completed
magnanimous pipeline infrastructure project
involving approximately 1,100 kilometer pipelines
of diameter 42"-16" along with installation of
35,000 HP compression under its Project X for
transportation of 1200 MMCFD RLNG in its
franchise area in just 30 months record time
which is the largest gas industry project in
Pakistan. Dedication and commitment of the
Company's leadership, planning and design
along with procurement and execution team's
instrumental approach, their untiring efforts and
day and night work enabled the Company to get
to the task and get it done in miraculous time.
With the energization of LNG terminals in the
country and completion of RLNG transport
infrastructure, Company has been able to supply
uninterrupted gas to all categories of consumers
which were previously facing energy deficient
situation. Moreover, supply of RLNG to the
upcoming economic zones shall propel the
country's economy.
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The Company has recently undertaken
93 kilometer long 24" dia pipeline from Kabirwala
in District Khanewal to Punjab Power Plant near
Trimmu Barrage, district Jhang for supply of 200
MMCFD RLNG to Power Plant for generation of
1100-1400 MW electricity on 100 percent cost
recovery basis. P&D Department has also got the
project approved from BOD as well as from
OGRA. All survey activities along with
engineering design works and pipeline
construction works for supply of gas to power
plant have been completed well before time.
RLNG supply to the power plant shall be started
soon.
The Development of Economic Zones to
support industrialization and business
development is a priority of Government of
Pakistan (GOP). Accordingly, Government of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa is developing Special
Economic Zones (SEZ) at Rashakai and Hattar
through Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Economic Zones
Development and Management Company

(KPEZDMC). Similarly, Government of Punjab is
developing SEZs at M3 industrial estate and
Allama Iqbal Industrial Estate at Faisalabad
through Faisalabad Industrial Estate
Development and Management Company
(FIEDMC) under China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). Moreover Government of
Punjab is also developing SEZ at Bhalwal, Vehari
and Rahim yar Khan through Punjab Industrial
Estate Development and Management Company
(PIEDMC). All the development Companies of
the SEZs have demanded gas for their
respective proposed industries.
In view of GOP's plan for the
development of Infrastructure for boosting
Industrialization under CPEC, the Federal
Government has identified Rashakai SEZ near
Kernel Sher Khan / Rashakai Interchange, M-1
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Allama Iqbal SEZ near
M3 industrial estate as an early harvest projects
and they intend to develop these SEZs on
priority.
Provision of gas is one of the
prerequisite for operationalization of the zones.
KPEZDMC has identified gas requirement of 30
MMCFD for Rashakai SEZ and FIEDMC has
identified gas requirement of 40 MMCFD for
Allama Iqbal Industrial Estate. Funds for the
development of gas infrastructure (laying of
pipeline, installation of equipment / gadgets,
metering station, detailed route survey and
engineering design, civil works and allied
material etc.) shall be met out of Federal PSDP.
In order to supply 30 MMCFD gas to
Rashakai SEZ, SNGPL has planned a project
involving laying of 29.2 kilometer long 16"dia
transmission spur starting from Ismail Kot to
terminal point (zero point i.e. doorstep) along with
construction of SMS cum CMS having capacity of
30 MMCFD at zero point. The project envisages
pipeline route surveying, detail design
engineering, material procurement, land
acquisition and construction / laying of pipeline
infrastructure. The land measuring 300' x 170'
shall be required for the construction of SMS cum
CMS at terminal point of Rashakai SEZ which
shall be provided by KPEZDMC authority. In
order to supply 40 MMCFD gas to M3 industrial
Estate / Allama Iqbal SEZ, SNGPL has planned
15.5 kilometer long 12" dia transmission spur
from Chiniot to terminal point (zero point ) along
with construction of SMS cum CMS having
capacity of 40 MMCFD at zero point. Company is
also engaged in the planning of the infrastructure
required for supplying gas to other SEZs being
developed by FIEDMC & PIEDMC.
Over the years, the peak load

requirement on Charsadda Offtake-CharsaddaTangi-Khazana transmission pipeline network
has increased manifolds and has reached upto
35 MMCFD due to continuous expansion of
distribution network and consumer base while a
further 5-7 MMCFD increase in connected load is
expected in near future due to under process
RLNG based applications of various prospective
commercial, industrial consumers and private
housing schemes in addition to in process
domestic gas applications on system gas which
shall equate to a connected peak load of more
than 42 MMCFD. It is worth mentioning here that
currently maximum throughput capacity of
Charsadda Offtake-Charsadda-Tangi-Khazana
transmission pipeline network is 18 MMCFD only
(at 900 Psig offtake pressure) while a total of ten
(10) SMSs have been constructed on this
network. The pressure in main transmission line
reduces under peak winter load conditions due to
capacity constraints of the network which leads
to low / no gas pressure complaints by the
consumers in the area. In order to address the
acute low gas pressure / no gas issues of
Charsadda, Turangzai, Khazana, Tangi,
Doulatpura and adjoining localities, P&D
Department carried out detailed site survey and
design studies which reveals that looping of
existing 8” dia / 6” dia / 8” dia Charsadda
Offtake-Charsadda-Tangi-Khazana transmission
pipeline network with 72.55 kilometer long 10” dia
loop lines/transmission spurs (27.75 kilometer
long 10” dia from Charsadda
OT(Gulabad)-Charsadda, 24 kilometer long 10”
dia from Charsadda-Tangi and 20.80 kilometer
long 10” dia from Charsadda –Khazana) are
required which would improve the pressures in
transmission pipelines, thus desired pressures
would be maintained at SMSs to meet the
downstream load requirement of the areas. The
P&D Department has got the project approved
from the Board of Directors and has submitted to
OGRA for approval. Meanwhile detailed route
survey and detailed engineering related activities
have been initiated.
During the last few years, residents of
Jalalpur Jattan and its adjoining villages are
facing acute low gas pressures / no gas issues
during winter seasons resulting in several
protests from local residents intimidating law and
order situation. It is also anticipated an addition
of 1-2 MMCFD gas load of Jalalpur Jattan and
adjoining localities in near future and an addition
of 3-4 MMCFD in gas load of Gujrat City due to
already approved gas schemes for these cities
under Prime Minister’s directive, in-process
domestic gas connection applications and
various RLNG based commercial/ industrial /
housing schemes connection applications, which
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would further aggravate the low pressure / no
gas issues in Jalalpur Jattan Tehsil during winter
season in coming years. In order to address the
acute low gas pressure / no gas issues of
Jalalpur Jattan City and adjoining localities and
keeping in view the anticipated and connected
peak loads of existing SMSs on 8” dia
Wazirabad-Gujrat transmission segment as
highlighted above, P&D Department carried out
detailed site survey and design studies in
coordination with transmission department which
reveals that augmentation of existing WazirabadGujrat transmission segment by laying of 7
kilometer long 16” dia transmission loopline from
Wazirabad to River Chenab D/S Assembly shall
be required along with laying of a dedicated 20
kilometer long 8” dia transmission line/spur from
River Chenab D/S Assembly to Jalalpur Jattan
and construction of an SMS of 10 MMCFD
capacity at its terminal point i.e. Jalalpur Jattan
City where it will be connected to the existing 45
kilometer long 8” dia supply main at KM 17.
Subsequently, existing supply main shall be
disconnected at this location, thereby, resulting in
bifurcation of distribution network of Gujrat city
and Jalalpur Jattan tehsil as well as alleviation of
low pressure problems of Jalalpur jattan. Above
described/proposed system augmentation
arrangement would also enhance the
Wazirabad-River Chenab D/S Assembly
transmission segment capacity up to 40 MMCFD
making it coherent with the anticipated peak gas
load requirements on this segment. The P&D
Department has got the project approved from
Board of Directors as well as from OGRA.
Detailed route survey and detailed engineering
activities have been completed. Material
procurement activity, land acquisition for Right of
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Way (ROW) and its grading activity is in
progress. Construction activities are likely to start
shortly.
One of the major obstacles in
undertaking the above proposed system
augmentation for Jalalpur Jattan is approximately
1 kilometer wide River Chenab crossing which
falls enroute to above proposed 8 kilometer long
16” dia transmission loopline from Wazirabad to
River Chenab D/S Assembly. Presently, our 8”
dia transmission pipeline is crossing river
Chenab by installation of Fix/Roller supports on
steel structure portion of abandoned
highway/railway bridge. This pipeline has been
placed in the centre of the steel truss structure.
P&D team has designed new crossing parallel to
the existing 8” dia crossing using in-house
resources in such a way that the existing 8” dia
would be shifted to left side to allow enough
space for placement of proposed 16” dia pipeline
as construction of a new piling structure or
execution of this crossing through HDD mode
would have been very costly task and would
have resulted in exorbitant cost of the whole
augmentation project which have been saved by
adopting prudent planning of the crossing.
P&D Department has planned
augmentation / bifurcation of Lahore distribution
gas network for efficiently operating the system
at optimal parameters which will not only help in
reduction of UFG losses but would also enable
the company to alleviate low gas / no gas
pressure complaints at far end (especially
eastern part of Lahore City) of the network. This
will be achieved by laying of 47 kilometer long
24” dia / 26 kilometer long 16” dia spur lines from
existing Valve Assembly Phoolnagar to Barki

through less densely populated areas of Lahore
along its periphery and installation of separate
metering / regulation on major supply mains to
segregate gas network / loads of Lahore city.
Keeping this in view, the Department has also
increased three more feed points i.e. SMSs to
segregate the network further for Improvement of
overall system. Similarly, P&D Department has
also planned augmentation of gas transmission
system for Bahawalpur through proposing 16" dia
loop line from existing A5 (Khairpur Daha) – SMS
Bahawalpur for resolution of low pressure
problem in Bahawalpur, Lodhran and adjoining
localities. P&D Department has got these
projects approved from Board of Directors as well
as OGRA and detailed engineering and material
procurement activities are in progress.
Construction activities on these projects are likely
to commence shortly.
P&D Department handled a large
quantum of distribution development jobs
(approximately 1200 kilometers of 6" to 12") by
vetting / arranging initial surveys, finalizing
proposals and development of drawings for
supply of gas to around 300 new localities /
towns and societies. The jobs were undertaken /
completed with limited resources fully complying
with international codes and standards well within
the given stringent timelines.
P&D Department’s GIS project has
traversed several crucial milestones during the
year 2019. The Supply-main line’s and
Transmission line’s planning and proposal
development is shifted exclusively on GIS maps
that are more accurate and reliable than
conventional maps. GIS database development
and mapping of some major regions i.e. Lahore
Region, Sahiwal Region, Gujranwala Region and
Sheikhupura City are completed which include all
pipelines (4 inches and above) related
information as per Distribution Layout Maps
(DLMs), while the remaining Regions are in
development phase and all Supply main lines will
be completed within next few months. The
Transmission pipeline network's GIS is
completed (all four sections) comprising all
information available in Valve notations i.e.
diameter, pipeline name, valve assembly, SMS,
repeater Station, compressor station and Mile
posts. The most important achievement of this
fiscal year is initiating deployment of Enterprise
GIS system which enables intended users to
access all GIS maps of Distribution and
Transmission Network on their desktop without
any additional training or software installation.
Pilot testing of Enterprise GIS Web Application
(for both Transmission and Distribution networks)

has been successfully done. This Web
Application includes basic map navigation tools,
map querying tools and map printing options for
intended users across SNGPL and its complete
deployment will be achieved by the year 2020.
This Enterprise GIS Application is a game
changer which is going to streamline and
centralize all pipeline related information thus
providing easy access to all map users across
SNGPL's regions. Centralized database will save
duplication of effort (same information being
collected by different departments/ people) and
will present latest information (no need to search
for updated versions). Enterprise GIS Application
will improve working efficiency and accuracy
(eliminating human errors) and enable its users
to plan, manage and monitor their respective
pipeline segments, areas or regions right on their
desktop. All of the users can immediately share
their proposed project, designed map or planned
activity with concerned Officers/ staff by using
digital sharing within a few minutes.
Apart from rendering meritorious
services for the nation by providing natural gas to
every doorstep by optimally employing
technological and organizational resources,
SNGPL has also emerged as an EPC contractor
in pipeline infrastructure development which is in
line with its vision to become leader in natural
gas industry. The company has substantial
potential to progress its way up in the market as
an EPC contractor in the recent years. SNGPL
has undertaken and completed contract projects
related to pipeline engineering and construction
of multinational and national companies
operating in the country. Most of the contracts
have been awarded to SNGPL on negotiations or
single bid basis which shows the trust in high
standards of construction maintained by SNGPL.
The Company is engaged in various
pipeline construction projects of national and
multinational companies. SNGPL is undertaking
pipeline engineering and construction jobs of
MOL Pakistan’s flow line / trunk lines and Fiber
Optic Cable in District Kohat / Hangu for different
gas fields of MOL Pakistan like Maramzai,
Manzalai, Mamikhel, Makori Deep-1, Tolanj West
and Makori for the last eighteen years. MOL
Pakistan has played a very vital role in
strengthening the gas input supplies. Lately,
SNGPL has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 22
kilometer long 12”/10” dia pipeline for
Mardankhel-1 well head and with the completion
of this job, additional 40 MMCFD gas has been
injected into SNGPL’s system. Recently, SNGPL
has completed MOL Pakistan's job of 13
kilometer 8" / 6" flow lines Mardankhel-2 & 3 flow
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lines and with the completion of this job
additional 20 MMCFD gas has been injected in to
our system. At present SNGPL is undertaking
pipeline engineering and construction jobs
including Cathodic Protection of MOL Pakistan’s
1.2 kilometer flowline and Fiber Optic Cable for
Makori Deep Well-2 in District Karak. The
completion of this project will not only inject
further 10 MMCFD gas into SNGPL’s System but
would be quite instrumental in reducing the
energy deficiency in the country. SNGPL has

recently completed Pakarab Fertilizer Limited's
job of laying of 27 kilometer long 16" /12" dia gas
pipeline from GPF at Mari Petroleum field to tie in
point near QV2 valve assembly of SNGPL's
system on contract. SNGPL has only provided
construction services in this project to PFL while
engineering and procurement of material lied in
the scope of PFL. P&D team ended up with an
excellent Construction contract with PFL which
yielded profitability for the Company.

projects

Projects Department is entrusted with
development of gas pipeline infrastructure
required for implementation of vision and mission
of company through laying of natural gas
transmission and distribution pipelines and allied
facilities like valve assemblies and regulating and
measurement stations like SMS, TBS and CMS.
With the expertise in pipeline
construction up to 42” Diameter, Projects
Department also assists the Transmission
Department in handling emergency situations.
Quantum of work during the year 2019
The work on transmission pipelines
which peaked during the earlier years due to
laying of LNG infrastructure projects gradually
normalized in the mid of 2018. During 2019,
Projects Department completed 150 kilometer
transmission projects. However, with availability
of natural gas brought in by LNG induction in
SNGPL’s gas mix, the work relating to laying of
distribution supply mains peaked and laying of
approximately 2000 kilometer distribution lines
were undertaken by Projects Department.
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Some of the noteworthy transmission
lines laid during the year included 93 kilometer
long 24” Dia Punjab Power Plant, Jhang Line
which required laying of pipeline with highly
challenging terrain having extreme water logging,
highly populated portions, with three major
crossings which required Horizontal Directional
Drilling (HDD) crossings, three motorway
crossings along with roads and canals crossings.
The project included a 200 MMCFD capacity
SMS cum CMS, which was also constructed by
the Project crews along with the pipeline.
50.8 kilometer long 10” dia Daudkhel –
Mianwali line is nearing its completion as 96
percent of the line has already been laid and 30
kilometer portion has already been tested
hydrostatically. The is likely to be completed in
the 1st quarter of 2020.
In addition, 24 kilometer long 16” Dia
pipeline for Pak Arab Fertilizer Limited was also
laid as a contract project. The line has been
commissioned despite a lot of resistance by
locals and frequent sabotages of line.

Construction activities on 17 kilometer
long 16” Dia pipeline for Quaid-e-Azam Apparel
Park are in progress and approximately 85
percent of the line has been lowered. The work
on the remaining portion faces some issues
however Lands Department is making efforts to
resolve the issues. This line is likely to be
completed in the coming year.
The project to absorb additional gas from
Adhi gas field was also carried out by Projects
Department and 11.5 kilometer 8” dia Adhi –
Sukkho transmission line was commissioned by
Projects Department.
The following SMSs were also
constructed during the year:
Sr. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Capacity
(MMCFD)
Rojhan
10
Punjab Power Plant
200
Lodhran
5
Strategic Army Base Hospital, Rwp
5
Sanawan (Up-Gradation)
5
Nilore
2.5
Kamalia (Up-Gradation)
10
CMS for Strategic Army Base Hospital, Rwp
25
Regi Lalma
25
Name

DISTRIBUTION LINES
The work in hand relating to the
Distribution lines is of the extent of 2000
kilometers. To accomplish this mammoth task,
several teams were formed and through optimal
utilization of the resources, almost 900 kilometer
lines were commissioned in addition to welding
and lowering of more than 900 kilometer lines.
These lines included development phases,
operational phases and relocations in heavily
populated areas which required great skill and
caution for completion of the job.
Project Department also contributed in laying of
distribution network in difficult areas across
Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa within highly
compressed time schedule set by the
government.
COATING PLANT
Coating plant, Uch Sharif, operates 24/7
to supply coated pipe to the construction crews
and matched its pace with the production welding
at construction sites by ensuring round the clock
coating of transmission and distribution line pipe
during the year. A total length of 1,250,308 meter
assorted diameter line pipe was coated, equaling
to 740,709 m2 of three-layer polyethylene
coating.
MANGA WORKSHOP
Construction equipments are the most
crucial and critical resource as they are essential

for delivering the construction goals of the
company. Manga Workshop reinforced the
pipeline construction crews through timely
provision of maintenance services and
overhauling of available resources.
In addition to the above, Manga
workshop also extended support to field
workshops for timely completion of Pipeline
Projects. During the year, Manga workshop
carried out maintenance / overhauling of Dozers,
Excavators, Low bed / High bed Trailers, Prime
Movers, De-watering Pumps, Welding Plants and
D/Cabin Pickups to keep projects on track and to
meet deadlines.
FUTURE PROJECTS
In order to address the operational
constraints, low pressure issues and rapid
expansion and development in Lahore city, an
augmentation / bifurcation plan of gas supply to
Lahore city has been approved. Company has
decided to lay following two transmission
pipelines under Phase -1 of augmentation /
bifurcation of gas network in Lahore city. The
detail is as under:
• 48 kilometer 24” Dia Transmission Line from
existing V/A Phoolnagar to Ferozepur Road
• 27 kilometer 16” Dia Transmission Line from
Ferozepur Road to Barki
The budget for these lines has been
approved and procurement of material is in
process. Construction will be started as soon as
the line pipe is delivered.
The future projects also include the
development of infrastructure / pipelines for
supply of gas to Small Economic Zones (SEZs)
as per directives of Government of Pakistan.
These projects include 180 kilometer pipelines of
10”- 24”diameters for the proposed economic
zones including the areas of Rahim Yar Khan,
Bhalwal, Vehari, Industrial City Faisalabad,
Hattar and Rashakai. The detail of these projects
is as follows:
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Sr. No SEZ Name
1
2

3

Vehari
Bhalwal
Rahim Yar
Khan

4

Rashkai

5

Hattar

6

M-3
Industrial
City,
Faisalabad

7

SMS/CMS Capacity
(MMCFD)
Mian Channu (N2) to Terminal Point inside Vehari Industrial Estate 10” Dia x 38 Km
10
MP 66 on C-leg to Terminal Point inside Bhalwal Industrial Estate 10” Dia x 12.25 Km
20
V/A Jamal Din Wali (Av-7) to terminal point inside R.Y. Khan
10” Dia x 17.5 Km
20
Industrial Estate
Ismailkot V/A on existing 24” Dia Kohat Ismailkot transmission
16” Dia x 29.20 Km
30
pipelines to terminal point inside Industrial Estate
Kamra C-9 V/A on existing 10/16” Dia transmission pipeline to
24
16” Dia x 48 Km
terminal point inside industrial Estate
Project Description

CV-3 Chiniot to terminal point inside industrial Estate

Allama Iqbal
Industrial
CV-3 Chiniot to terminal point inside industrial Estate
City,
Faisalabad

These projects are under the planning
phase and construction on the projects will start
as soon as the funding for these projects is
received.
In addition to the above, as a part of the
project to absorb additional gas from Adhi gas
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Pipe Dia/ Length

24” Dia x 16.0 Km

175

18” x 21 Km

150

field, a 28 kilometer 16” Dia supply main from
D/S of SMS Rawat to Faisal Avenue near
Centaurus, Islamabad is under construction.
Once completed, this line will improve the gas
flows in Islamabad and Rawalpindi regions.

Risk Management

A POSITIVE ATTRIBUTE OF
DECISION MAKING

“Business is a money game with few
rules and a lot of risk.” – Bill Gates

Risk Management is an essential part of
the strategic management of any organization
and should be embedded in the ongoing
activities of the business. Risk Management
provides a holistic view of the risks of an
organization considering how to treat and exploit
risks and helps you to think about how to use
risks as opportunities. Risk Management function
has been established in SNGPL to assist and
provide guidance to all functional units in
implementing efficient processes to identify,
analyze and treat risks. The Risk Management
function is intended to improve the risk
awareness culture within SNGPL and coordinate
with all departments for successful
implementation of Risk Management Procedures.
The ultimate goal of the Risk Management
function is the maximization of the organization’s
value.
The main role of the Risk Management
Department is to assist the Risk Management
Committee (RMC) of the Board of Directors and
the Management of SNGPL to establish a risk
management framework that helps in identifying,
assessing, mitigating, monitoring and reporting of
all potential risks faced by the Company while
running day-to-day operations to achieve the
desired sustainable growth of the Company. This
also includes the development of a culture where
risk management is seen as a positive attribute
of decision making rather than a corrective
measure. The RMC oversees possible gaps in
the controls against key risk areas of different

departments of SNGPL and Risk Management
Department facilitates other departments for
elimination of these gaps and also provides
assistance to the Management for achieving
risk-mitigation targets as directed by RMC. The
activities of Risk Management Department
revolve around a standardized Risk Management
framework and the Department is ensuring
continuous efforts for integration of this
framework within all business functions of
SNGPL which will eventually help identify,
assesses, mitigate, monitor and report all
potential risks faced by the company while
running day-to-day operations of the company to
achieve the desired sustainable growth.
To achieve a structured and effective
implementation of Risk Management framework
within SNGPL, Risk Management Department is
engaged in the process of development of risk
registers of all departments of SNGPL as per
annual plan approved by the Risk Management
Committee (RMC) of Board of Directors. The
plan has been divided into quarters and each
quarter covers a particular phase of the Risk
Management framework. Risk awareness
sessions, risk identification and risk assessment
of all departments are expected to be carried out
in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th quarter of the FY
2019-2020, respectively.
However, any high-level risk, upon
identification, may be addressed on priority basis
irrespective of the proposed annual plan as per
current practice. Various contributions of Risk
Management Department in line with the
directions of the RMC and in coordination with
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other departments of SNGPL are as follows:
• Assisted RMC and the Management in
developing Risk Management Policy and
establishing a formal structure to implement
concepts of Enterprise Risk Management and
Risk Management framework in line with COSO
and ISO 31000. The policy has been approved
by the Management and has also been displayed
across the head office buildings including the
offices at LDA plaza and Shaheen Complex, with
plans to circulate the same to regional offices
and sites in future.
• Assisted the RMC and the Management in
introducing ‘Risk Culture’ within the Organization
by conducting risk awareness sessions at various
locations of the company, arranging training
sessions at SNGTI, producing publications in
Company newsletter ‘The PRIDE’, and circulating
information from the Management regarding Risk
Management function from time to time.
• Identified Human Resource Risks within
SNGPL and suggested relevant mitigation
strategies. Also facilitated HR Department in
implementation of those mitigation strategies
including:
- Formation of the Organizational Development
function within HR Department.
- Training of Customer Services employees
through SNGTI
- Implementation of applicable clause(s) of the
social accountability standard SA-8000 in
coordination with HR Department.
• Monitored implementation of
recommendations provided by the consultant that
conducted the Management and Litigation Audit
of Law Department. Also ensured establishment
of a system of periodic reporting to RMC
regarding implementations by Law Department in
line with the aforementioned recommendations.
• Worked on concepts of cyber security and
disaster risk management owing to the
importance of both in current era of advanced
technologies and growing businesses. These
concepts have later been translated into the
Business Continuity Plan for SNGPL. The Risk
Management Department is also an active
member of the Disaster Recovery Team (DRT)
which has been formed to ensure development
and implementation of the Business Continuity
Plan within SNGPL.
• Initiated the process of hiring a consultant, in
coordination with HR Department, for Skill Gap
Analysis of HR Department which will help
provide a detailed insight to the current HR
capabilities and skills inventory for each
employee working in HR Department and will
help define a strategic direction and a plan for
HR Department to increase productivity, improve
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employee retention and manage the challenges
faced by the Department and SNGPL.
• Developed a study on misuse of
assets/vehicles in coordination with Audit
Department and presented the finding to the
RMC on periodic basis.
• Assisted RMC and the Management in
reviewing and recommending required
modifications of Management Control Systems
within Organization.
• Initiated development of Risk Management
Information System (RMIS).
• Worked on mitigation strategies for risks
involved in contractual agreements of security
guards.
• Worked on arbitration and significant amounts
stuck by RLNG based consumers.
• Ensured updates and accessibility of
operational manuals of all departments of
SNGPL to their relevant employees/staff.
It is inexorable that SNGPL would face
and subsequently undertake many risks to
achieve its objectives. The practice of
implementing Risk Management framework and
establishment of a risk culture at SNGPL will help
for the realization, gradual acceptance,
ownership and development of tolerance for risks
at the organizational and departmental levels.
There should be an examination and analysis of
both current and emerging risks at each level of
SNGPL’s annual business planning process. This
would require consideration of those risks that
might arise in the longer-term planning horizon.
Identification of emerging risks during strategic
planning will be more important than
acknowledging the current risks inherent to the
business.

sales

RLNG Based Business Development
Following the resolve of the Company,
maximum sale of RLNG to various categories of
consumers was ensured which manifested in
form of commendable performance in making
RLNG allocations to prospective industrial,
captive power and commercial consumers. It has
helped in boosting image of the Company with
reference to provision of quality services to its
esteemed consumers. Apart from above,
continuous liaison with the regional offices has
resulted in installation of more than 5000 new
RLNG based commercial gas connections and
more than 270 new RLNG based industrial and
captive power gas connections.
Moreover, as result of proper planning
this year, the Department has been able to
provide approximately 11 percent more gas in
December 2019 as compared to last year (2018).
Through close and continuous monitoring,
smooth sailing with reference to supply of gas to
all categories of consumers during winter months
became possible.

Furthermore, through formulation of
consumer friendly policies and quick redressal of
issues pertaining to Industrial and Commercial
consumers, the Department tried its best to meet
the Company’s vision.
Provision of RLNG To New Housing Societies
With the relaxation of moratorium on
provision of RLNG to new Housing Societies,
Sales Department is vigorously working on
processing of such requests from various
applicants. These requests comprise of new
housing societies, extensions and remaining
areas. Applications for provision of RLNG based
Gas connections are being accepted in Regional
Sales sections and after completion of
formalities, offer letters are being issued to the
applicants on TOR/ 100 percent cost basis. In
2019 complete cases of ----- housing societies
were received from various regions and out of
them ---- societies have been sanctioned total
------ MMCFD RLNG allocation after fulfilling the
procedural requirements.
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Processing of Urgent Fee Bills - Maintaining
“Zero Pendency”
Throughout the year the urgent fee bills
have been produced maintaining “zero
pendency” level.
Issuance of Demand Notices/ Proposal
Letters
The following table elucidates this
accomplishment:
Demand Notices Issued Data for Calendar Year 2019
Region

Urgent Fee

Normal

Grand Total

Abbottabad

2,637

8,498

11,135

Bahawalpur

1,116

12,440

13,556

Faisalabad

15،256

24,813

40,069

Gujranawala

1,981

17,990

19,971

Gujrat

152

21,925

22,077

Islamabad

1,714

36,209

37,923

Lahore East

12,151

24,242

36,393

Lahore West

4,468

11,399

15,867

Mardan

447

22,573

23,020

Multan

2،179

20,659

22,838

Peshawar

140

35,014

35,154

Rawalpindi

2,031

22,790

24,821

Sahiwal

1,129

11,683

12,812

Sargodha

809

16,551

17,360

Sheikhupura

6,426

14,510

20,936

Sialkot

384

21,467

21,851

Grand Total

53,020

322,763

375,783

Agreements with RLNG Supply Chain/
Corporate Clients
Summary of SMS sent to applicants on the
following stages
In order to better facilitate our valued
applicants, SMS service has been started. The
applicants are intimated on their mobile phones
at various stages regarding progress of their
cases for gas connection.
Urgent Fee Bill Generated
Case included in the list of survey for both UF
and Normal merit
•
•

In year 2019, more than 129,000 SMSs
were sent to applicants in various categories as
mentioned above.
Monitoring/ Enforcement of Policies and
Procedures
In pursuance of Management’s resolve
to maintain transparency and fairness with
respect to sales operation, a Monitoring/
Enforcement cell has been set up in Sales
Department. It aims at monitoring and
enforcement of sales policies in vogue. It is
regularly visiting and scrutinizing documents /
files and all relevant dispensation and deviation /
breach reported to this effect is dealt with strict
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action and responsible for these irregularities are
taken to task. In this current year monitoring
team unearthed number of shortcomings and
penalties commensurate with gravity of offence
have also been awarded to delinquents
concerned. As a result of stringent monitoring
even major penalties were awarded to culprits.
The following table enumerates the position of
disciplinary actions taken in 2019:
Sr. # Punishment Awarded in 2019 No. of Employees
1

Dismissal

02

2

Downgrading

10

3

Stoppage of Increment

11

4

Warning

28

5

Advisory Note

12
63

Total

Not withstanding the above, the Monitoring/
Enforcement cell has been conducting trainings
for capacity building of the executive /
subordinate staff of the Department.
Response to Consumer Complaints
Sr. #

Platform

1

Ministory of Energy
(Petroleum Division)

2

PM Sectt

368

292

3

Wafaqi Mohtasib

2430

2390

4

OGRA
Total

Cases Received Resolved
243

164

882

851

3923

3697

Transmission

Transmission Department is responsible
for operation and maintenance of 9,021.72
kilometer long network to ensure uninterrupted
supply of around 2200 MMCFD indigenous gas
and RLNG. The network being maintained is of
assorted diameter from 6” to 42” pipelines. The
vast network consists of 433 Valves assemblies,
394 Sales Meter station and 23 major over head
river crossings. The accurate measurement of
gas both at intake i.e gas sources and its delivery
to distribution system at SMSs carried out
through state of the art metering gadgets and
record of data is maintained. Gas control center
located at Faisalabad HQ acts as a hub of
operations by round the clock monitoring of gas
transmission activities on the entire transmission
network. The Department is technically fully
equipped to handle any emergency on network
and to carry out the specialized tasks like hot
tapping / line plugging, on stream pigging,
system modification, flow proving of gas meters,
maintenance of measures gadgets, valves, gas
chromatograph etc. RLNG based Power Plants
are also being efficiently managed through
vigorous monitoring on round the clock basis
besides other big industrial consumers.
The major accomplishments of
Transmission Department during the year 2019
are presented for the readers.

Effective Load Management and Pressure
Profiling at SMSs
Transmission Department put up best
efforts and operational strategies / expertise for
execution of effective load management /
pressure profiling at Sales Meters Stations. By
virtue of said exercise, the goal of smooth supply
of natural gas to domestic sector and major
power plants on Transmission network was
achieved during the year specifically in prevailing
winter peak season. In order to manage severe
demand supply gap, Transmission Department
extended full cooperation to the respective
Distribution regions, in terms of manpower and
logistics resources to facilitate the Distribution
pressure profiling activity on more than 95
percent domestic gas load SMSs. Extensive
efforts were made during stipulated period for
effective pressure and flow profiling and load
management through SMSs on transmission
network. Said activity has been carried out by
deploying Transmission resources at SMSs, on
round the clock basis, despite severe weather
during odd working hours.
Indigenous Troubleshooting of Defective
Flow Computers and Gas Chromatographs
Troubleshooting, repair and overhauling
of various sophisticated imported custody
transfer electronic gadgets /analyzers i.e. 18
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Flow Computers and 08 online gas
chromatographs was indigenously carried out by
SNGPL engineers to keep them operational
throughout the year. This indigenous
refurbishment of costly imported gadgets has
saved valuable operating expenditure of the
Company.

Smooth Operation of Lng / Rlng Swap
Supplies
Smooth Operation of 347,077 MMCF
(361,789,315 MMBTU) RLNG swap received
from SSGCL and delivered to RLNG consumers
on Transmission and Distribution network
through efficient operation of pipeline network.

Real Time Energy Billing to RLNG Consumers
Importance of accurate energy billing
cannot be avoided in current era of growing
energy demand in natural gas market and strict
clauses of GSPA agreements with bulk
consumers like GPPs / IPPs. Keeping in view the
said objectives, Transmission Department
successfully managed said task during the
stipulated tenure by ensuring smooth operation
of online gas chromatographs installed at major
RLNG consumers, and up-dating of gas
composition data in respective flow computers for
real time energy calculations. It is worth
mentioning that issues regarding communication
of Gas Chromatographs with flow computers
installed at various CMSs of GPPs were timely
resolved for accurate energy billing to bulk
consumers. Said challenging tasks have been
completed within our indigenous resources thus
saving Company's substantial revenue by
avoiding services of outside agencies.

Fortnightly/Monthly Billing of SNGPL
Consumers on Transmission network/RLNG
custody transfer points
Transmission Department ensured
fortnightly billing to customers on transmission
network (ECPL, Mari) and also on monthly basis
including RLNG custody transfer points
connected on Transmission network without any
delay. In order to avoid loss of Company's
revenue, said activities have been carried out as
per schedule even on weekly / public holidays as
well.

Weekly Billing of RLNG Consumers
Transmission Department ensured
weekly billing to RLNG based consumers
connected on Transmission network without any
delay. In order to avoid loss of Company's
revenue, said activities have been carried out as
per schedule even on weekly / public holidays as
well.
Savings from Gas Sources
The Department identified 338 MMCF over billed
gas from the invoices of gas producers by careful
computation of gas volume delivered from gas
sources thus saved Rs. 161 million during the
period Jan ~ Dec 19.
Identification of Off-specification Gas
The Department identified 1132 MMCF
off-specification gas by careful and thorough
checking of quality / specification gas
parameters, thus saved Rs. 53 million during the
period Jan ~ Dec 19 on account of application of
off-specification gas price discount.
Effective Planning of Load Management
Effective planning of load management
in coordination with Sales Department for
distribution and sale of gas to high priority
consumers by carrying out smooth operation of
Transmission system.
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Commissioning of new SMS’s, Replacement
of under capacity and over capacity gas
meters Transmission network
Transmission Department commissioned
11 SMSs and also replaced six gas meters as
per gas load requirement to ensure correct
measurements at SMSs and internal
consumption stations (Repeater Stations).
Pipeline Integrity Management Program
To assess integrity of Transmission
Network, a comprehensive Pipeline Integrity
Management Program has been initiated. Indirect
inspection of 90.611 kilometer pipeline was
undertaken, whereas NDT inspection on
assorted portions of 227 kilometer pipelines was
carried out.
Up-gradation of Block Valve Stations of
SMSs
Modification of 39 Block Valve Stations
and 11 SMSs was carried out for de-bottle
necking / improvement of gas flows and to
ensure that pipeline infrastructure remains in
appropriate condition for safe operation.
Rehabilitation of Transmission Pipelines
In order to ensure soundness / integrity
of pipelines, following works were carried out for
rehabilitation of Transmission network:
i. Installation of full encirclement metal sleeves
to cover deteriorated portions of 24”dia
Ex-AC7-AV38 Pipeline and 6”dia Chak Jhumra
Pipeline at the D/S of MP 3.5
ii. Sleeving job on 24”dia M/L and 24”dia L/L,
AC-6 D/S to AV-29 segment has been
completed.
iii. Re-routing of 10" x 850 Meters C4-Pakistan
Cement pipeline due to serious exposure from

MP 1.22 to MP 1.75.
iv. Diversion of Surplus gas from Adhi field to
C-leg and allied modifications i.e., reversal of
Non-Return Valve at Pindori End Point Valve
Assembly.
v. Installation of meter run on 8" dia. Manjowal –
Pezu line and 8" dia. Manjowal – Bannu line for
re-conciliation of gas flow.
vi. Permanent hookups of existing 8” Sakhakot –
Swat pipeline with 12” Mardan – Swat loopline at
Mardan, Takhtbai, Sakhakot, Palai and End
Point, Swat valve assemblies.
vii. Installation of regulating facility and up
gradation of cross connections at Karak valve
assembly.
viii.
Installation of cross connection at
Kurram valve assembly on 12" dia. Kharappa –
Manjowal pipeline.
ix. Modification for removal of bottle neck and
installation of regulator bypass at Wah Valve
Assembly / SMS.
x. Hookup of 24" dia Tatlyali-Nandipur power
plant pipeline with existing valve assembly at
Tatlayali.
xi. Installation of pig launching arrangement for
30" dia Bhikki Power plant pipeline at Zero Point
valve assembly and 16" dia bypass arrangement
at End point valve assembly.
Hot Tapping Operations
Transmission Department maintainins
the state of the art facility for hot tapping /
stoppling operations at HQ Faisalabad / Section
– II Multan. The equipment along with the
manpower are capable of performing hot tapping
/ stoppling operations up to 30”. Total 46 Hot
Taps were carried out between 01-01-2019 and
31-12-2019 on Transmission Pipelines to
facilitate modification jobs, without interruption of
gas supply.
Civil Protective works
i. Civil protective works carried out on 12"dia.
Rawat-Murree pipeline at MP30.80.
ii. Civil protective works on 10"/16" dia.
Gali-Wah pipelines in Neka Nullah (MP181.52 to
181.95). (In-Progress)
iii. Civil protective works on 10"/16" dia.
Wah-Nowshera pipelines at Burhan Nullah
(MP199.90). (In-Progress)
iv. 05 Nos. Capital jobs regarding civil protective
works were completed successfully carried out.
Commissioning of Transmission Pipelines
i. Commissioning of 8” dia x 32.50 KM
Transmission line from Matani to Regi Lalma
carried out.
ii. Commissioning of 12” dia x 17.61 KM
Transmission line from Mid-Point Valve

Assembly Palai to Thana (Swat Line) carried out.
iii. Commissioning of 10”dia x 11.50 KM
Transmission line from Adhi to Sukho
iv. Commissioning of 24”dia x 93 KM
Transmission line for Punjab Power Plant Jhang.
Removal of Illegal Taps
284 illegal taps removed at different
locations of 12" dia. Kharappa – Manjowal and
10" dia. Gurguri – Kohat pipeline.
Uplifting of Illegal Network
124419-ft (37.93 Kilometers) of illegal
network uplifted during removal of illegal taps on
12" dia. Kharappa – Manjowal and 10" dia.
Gurguri – Kohat pipeline.
On-stream Lowering of Transmission
Pipelines
Lowering of following Transmission
Pipeline segments was carried out to aid smooth
operation:
• Lowering of 8”dia Bhowana Line near MP 2.5
and MP-4
• Lowering of 8”dia Jhang Line near MP-4
• Lowering of 6”dia Jhumra Line at MP 3.5 to
MP-4.25
• Lowering of 30”Ø, 36” Ø and 18” Ø main lines
at MP-148 & MP-149 (2000 RFT)
• Lowering of 6”Ø Ahmedpur East line MP-5.5
(1000 RFT)
• Lowering of 36" dia line at Mp-216 (900Rft)
and MP-219.7 (500Rft)
• Lowering of 8" dia. Sakhakot - Swat pipeline
at MP 12.05 crossing Palai interchange at KM
61+000 Swat Motorway Project.
• Restoration of earth cover (200-ft) of 10" dia.
Shakardara – Daudkhel line in Khartoob Nullah
at MP 16.75.
• Restoration of earth cover (200-feet) through
lowering of 10"/16" dia. C-leg at MP 190.50 for
construction of RCC culvert by Kohistan enclave.
Extensive Monitoring of Overhead Crossings
during Flood Season
Vigorous monitoring of 23 major
overhead river crossings was carried out in
monsoon/flood season. Pre-hand arrangements
were made to avert catastrophe and to combat
emergent situation in order to safeguard pipeline
infrastructure so that gas supply to valued
consumers remains
un-interrupted.
Continuous / uninterrupted power supply to
SCADA / Telecom System
Uninterrupted and continuous power
supply was ensured to SCADA /
Telecommunication and Cathodic Protection
System, installed on Transmission Network.
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Treasury

Efforts of individual departments to
achieve their respective objectives contribute in
the overall success and growth of a company,
Treasury Department has strived to accomplish
certain milestones during the year 2019.
Synopsis of the main tasks performed during the
year is presented for the readers.
Arrangement of Running Finance Facility
The Board of Directors in its 515th
meeting held on January 05, 2019 approved
running finance facility up to Rs. 20,000 million
from the commercial banks for discharging
SNGPL’s liabilities in respect of PSO and PLL on
urgent basis. Arranging financing of this
magnitude in stringent timelines was quite
challenging and a crucial task. A committee
under the chairmanship of CFO was formed to
negotiate the terms and conditions of Running
Finance Facility on fast track basis. However,
with the concerted efforts and in a short time
span of just two and half months, the said facility
was arranged from four commercial banks and
draw down of Rs. 20 Billion was made
successfully.
Door to door visit to verify unverified
Pensioners
As per SOP for physical verification of
pensioners, physical appearance of pensioners
in the relevant area Admin offices is mandatory
after every six months for continuation of
pension. It was noticed that there were 307
unverified pensioners in October 2018 whose
pension was stopped due to non-appearance;
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considering that their non-appearance may be
due to ill health or communication barrier etc., it
was planned that a team comprising Pension and
Admin Officers will visit the residences of these
pensioners with the objective to restore pension
of the surviving pensioners and to update
database in case of death. This exercise was
initiated in November 2018 and completed in
February 2019. During this exercise, 134
pensioners/widows were found alive and after
observing their dilapidated condition, change in
the existing SOP was initiated that if a pensioner
does not visit the concerned Admin Office during
two consecutive verifications, the said team
would visit such pensioners to determine the
reason of non appearance and for restoration of
their pension accordingly. The SOP has been
updated after approval of the Management.
Clearance of long outstanding balances in
bills collection reconciliation
Collection Section made continuous
efforts to resolve the pending amounts
outstanding since long. As a result, the
Department cleared backlog and now working on
the outstanding amounts aging from 1 to 6
months which is a significant achievement.
Encashment of BGs / SBLCs
Collection Section has succeeded in
encashing BGs / SBLCs amounting to
approximately Rs. 684 Million during the calendar
year by continuous efforts and vigorous follow-up
with banks.
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LAHORE REGION

CO2 Testing at Site

Lahore Region with 1,154,507
consumers and 19,121 kilometer distribution
network is the Largest Region of SNGPL
covering Natural Gas Distribution in two Districts,
Lahore and Kasur. Lahore Region has five Sub
Regional offices (Johar Town, Herbancepura,
Kasur, Walled City, Sunder), five Customer
Service Centre (Pattoki, Samnabad, Chunian,
LDA Plaza) and four Complaint Centres (DHA,
Phool Nagar, Kot Radha Kishan, Ellah Abad).
Currently, 113 Executives, 986 Subordinate Staff
members and approximately 1000 daily wages
staff members are working at Lahore Region.
In line with vision of the Senior
Management, Good Customer Services is the top
most priority of Lahore Region. Necessary
arrangements have been made at all the
Customer Service Centers of Regional Office and
Sub Regional Offices to provide one-window
facility to our valued customers. At Customer
Service Centre Gulberg office, the Region has
established a system for launching complaints in
CC & B of consumers visiting CSC. This system
has provision of referring complaints in CC & B
from one section to the other for those
complaints that involve input from more than one
departments for complete resolution. This system
is helping the Region in keeping track of
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complaints of the visiting consumers and
monitoring the performance of any section
regarding resolution of consumer complaints.
Moreover, consumers are given a complaint
number through which consumer complaint may
be traced at any time. From 01 January 2019 to
30 November 2019, 662 complaints related to
Accounts/Treasury Section, 1591 complaints
related to Billing Section, 4,362 complaints
related to new gas connection and 1,791
complaints related to Sales Section have been
processed in CC&B. Courteous and well trained
officers and staff members have been posted at
each Customer Service Centre to redress
consumer grievances on the spot. The Region
believes that better customer service is possible
only with the positive change in attitude of the
executive and staff working in customer service
centers. For this purpose continuous in-house
trainings are being arranged to the staff for better
customer handling and to change their attitude
regarding customer dealing.
Lahore Region Teams are working day
and night to address the complaints received
through SNGPL toll-free helpline 1199, or by the
walk-in consumers at our Customer Service
Centers and Complaint Centers throughout the
Region. Special emphasis in this regard is also

being given to the complaints received through
the Pakistan Citizen Portal. From 01 January
2019 to 30 November 2019, total 178,198
consumer complaints including 74,812 gas
leakage and 64,805 low pressure/gas stop
complaints have been attended. During this
period, 5,622 underground leakages have been
rectified, 4,523 redrillings of service tees have
been done, 1,497 Service Lines have been
shifted, 8,970 dewatering complaints have been
resolved and 125 System augmentations through
network looping for providing gas supply in low
pressure areas have been carried out. 12,096
complaints received through Pakistan Citizen
Portal have been processed.

Pura. This has helped the Region in
improvement of gas supplies to these areas and
overcoming our gas leakage losses. Besides
rehabilitation of old network, the region has
repaired 5,470 Underground Leakage Points
identified through Laser Leak Detection
technique. Currently, the Region is working on
replacement of 57.83 kilometer corroded
network in the areas of Dev Kalan, DHA-Phase
IV (Sector JJ, HH), New Iqbal Park Walton road,
Gulbahar Colony Walton road, Firdous park,
Gulistan colony, Jahangir colony and adjacent
localities, Yaseen Town, Millat road and adjacent
localities, Sitara colony, No.2 Chungi Amar
sadhu , St No. 8, Kanchi Amar Sadhu, Main Mast

Training of CSC staff by Executives

From 01 January 2019 to 30 November
2019, Lahore Region has provided 38,438
domestic, 181 commercial and 19 industrial new
connections. 130 kilometer network has been laid
and 303 kilometer network has been
commissioned in the villages Dhubban and Fateh
Wala, Arshad Colony Raiwind, Village Bath,
Kamas, Shamke Bhattian, Bilal Town, Shahzad
Colony, Talib Gunj, Tiba Pajian, Tiba Samad and
Nehla, Dhaka Colony, Arraiyan More, Village
Blair Kasur, Naruki Majha, Dhop Sari, Kot Sardar
Lasher Ali.
SNGPL, Lahore Region has replaced
30.42 kilometer of corroded lines in the areas of
Phool nagar, Jagoowala Pattoki, Kir kot village,
Youhanabad (B, C,D,E,F Blocks,) , Pak Town ,
Firdous Park Mast Iqbal Road , Zubaida Park,
Rampur (Batapur), Nargis Block Allama Iqbal
Town, Bilal Road, Faisal Park and Rasheed

Iqbal Road, Ferozepur road, Defense lane Ghazi
road, Sharif park , Kamahan Road Bank stop,
St-3, Qadri Colony No.2 Walton, Farooqabad
bedian Road, St.2 ,Baba Farid Colony, Nishtar
Block Allama Iqbal Town, Canal View , Ahata Mol
Chand , Badami Bagh , St No. 4, Toheedabad ,
Ravi Road.
In the region’s efforts to control UFG
losses, 924 successful raids have been
conducted which include 31 Direct Bypass cases,
157 direct uses from Service Lines, 284
Domestic to Commercial use cases, 46 Fake
Meter cases, 16 Compressor Usages, 109
unauthorized extension cases and 105 violation
of Contract cases. During these raids 121 FIRs
have been lodged against gas pilferers. Volume
booked to consumers against theft is 201 MMCF,
amounting to Rs. 79 Million which shows
increased efforts in curbing gas pilferage.
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